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ABORIION . T··eNANT STORY 
'THOS,E~ ,Q[' HO'T :sUMMER 
RliCE.SSION' BLUES 
And remember-~- 11' -you .have -ll-le money-_~·to buy Ameriaan !f.' 
' .. 
FARM WORKERS VICTORYl 
(From a member of the UFW) . · 
The signipg ,of AE8lJ in Galii'6rnia, 
means that by the end of the summe·r 
ther~ will ~e~lectioris in the tields. 
After ove-'r 100 years of suffering· and 
struggling, .the farmworkers' will. be 
able to-choose their own union. 
It is a great victory: A victory won 
by consumers boycotting he ad. LETTUCE~ · 
table GRAP.ES, and GALLO wines •. 
But:, the oui only gives elections, 
hot contracts. If w"e don't '::ln. strong 
contracts ,.'··we have -~:oL;1in{; ._ . 'l'he boy- · 
'· i 
-. (, 
cott g;;Nc 1ui ciections. l'he boy-eott 
. wil~ g.ive 1J.S rcntracts; 
:/hen tl~e ~lectlo~s begin in Sep~ember, .. 
t}J.e 'boycott Jilust be stronger t.han· e.ver. 
This law· will not 'make the growers 
change., They will still try to destroy 
. the farmworkers'' movement. we all know. 
thts·i;;; true!_· 
.·Continue to boycott and we wl.ll have 
an even greater victorY to celebrate:. 
Viva la causa: · 
• (_FOR THE FULL S7'0RY SEE INSIDE).·. 
-2- JULY,~ 1975 
Dec~sidris~.ar~:~~~ ~oilec~iv~iy.·b~.:·.,,: 
· staff ·memgers a,:t: one of our: re~- _. ·· · . 
lar me·eti.rlgs\ •.. All_::workers ha,ve··a,n: 
equal voi.,C:e. ·<The Post-Amerikan has_· 
llO ed.itot or: 'hierarchici·a,l stru,qtuJ:>e, 
so qu1t calJ:ing-;\.rp; 'pere and asking 
who 1 s 'in qliaz:gse;> ·· .. · • · · · · . · ... · 
Anybody who.reads thls,paper ~an 
tell the type of. stuff we print. 
All worthwhile-material is welcome. 
The'oilly_real ·exception is racist· 
ancf sexiSt .material which .we w,ill 
_v._eheme!ltly not . print. . 
)\tost qf ·our materi.al or. inspiration. 
for. material .. come·s· from the community. 
We e'ncourage· you,. the reader, to be-
., --
' FriCi~y; .: ~,ny: _4;'. 6:. J9 p.ni~ 
Fx-id~; July 1:1; ·6:30'p.m> 
wed~~ .iu:t~ -~6;~--: 6·: 30•:-p.m. · PEApLI~E 
sat·.~. July l-9~ 2:oo ·p.m •. LAYOUT··· 
Sun.·, July . 20, 2:00 p ~ m ~ :-LAYOU·T 
/ -· . . ' . 
. These meet'ing::i~ ar.e ,h,eld.-.at- trie. Post-· 
Amerikail offic'ef"-lOHNorth St• ;-:_--
Normal.' · ·:.:···,··· -.. <: .. · .:• ,_ ... · ·· '' · 
Subscrfptlons .cosi $1.'7:5 •roi-· twelve 
· issue_s, $3.50 for 24 issu'es~: ·'etc. · · 
Buy onefor yourse];f and a friend. 
', .~ - ' 
You cart.make bread hawking .the Post•• 
7l¢ a cOpy,' eJ(ct!'Qt for the first 50· · 
.conies on which you make only5¢a 
eo.py •. Call 452•9221 or ~rt;op by the 
offi~e•. · ·. · 
Our .number is 452-9221, , o~. you can · 
reach fo~ks at 828~6885,or 828-0945. 
tJ;~f;~~ rs'•i ty: '£i~:~ois·~ :706; w k~e~ur,oH · · 
Welcome Inn '(1n· front).. · 
Redbird IGA. . . _ . 
East Vernpn (Towanda'' Bi-Ri te) .. 
MJ:nstreLReco.rd·l'arlor; Jl.l>S. Main 
N ewm~n c eri:t;er, 50J, s • ·IVIain · ; , . 
·Student Stores; -·115 .Nort_h:. st .• ':· . 
. Mother Murp}ly',s·,c lll~ · North:S;t .• , . 
Riun; .lOl.Br:6ad~ay.:MaJT ~. . :·;::- ·. · 
:·Al's Pipe. Shop,· IOl·.·Br.oadw,ay.•MaH · 
... Hen¢ren • s Grocery, Jol· w •. 'W±H-o'\'!.' · 
· Gq•op Bookstore,. iii front .. 
Sugar. Cre,e k. }.3ook .G o-:;op, _·.us 
The GalerY .{in: front.) ·. /' · · 
Lo boy. ·Shop ~-·-·LSu. Union . , .• .. 
Cage, ISV Uriion . . 
Recreation Genter, ISU, .. 
Midstate Truck Plaza, Rt~;' 5.1 North 
Hottle .House, 14o2 s. :Main ·.· . .·• 
sw Cqrner; Urilver~i "t>Y &· Col):eg,e 
Radio Shack, in. front- · ._,_ .· . :. . •. 
BLOOMI NG.f',Of'J 
•'The'· Joirit·,- 415 'N. Ma:in' ~ · . · _ 
DA • s Liquors•,' Ohkla,:rid a..n:a: ·MEiin · :·- · · 
Medusa's Books"Cbre-.lO~~w;~--F:foht. 
Illinois Weslei"a:n Union ·· · ~ ·"_,,,,··~, 
News Nook~ 402~ N. Main 
Book Hive, 103 w. Front 
Cake Box,, 5ll s. Denver.· •. 
. _- ... ~-:_--f- ·-: -~--~---~ ~----------;...~--. ~ ~--~------4 
· · A PAUPER'S GUIDE IO MUSIC . 
Gaston's Barber. Shop,· 202t· N • Center 
sam bo • s , Washington· and u.s. 6 6 
DeVary' s Market, 140'2 w. Market · 
Harris Market) 802.N. Morris · 
Hi,ckory Pit, 920 w. Washington , 
Biasi's, 217 \"J. Main .... · 
Discount Den, 207 · N. Mai'n .. 
f - ' ~. ·- -. .. .. - ' . . 
< ~S~¢cikliefi· ~:~~{Af!!pex AlOlUJ 
· · · Bearsyil'e~ Record --P.roduct1.on) 
This ls something- '1:1ke 1969 rnat_erial. · 
The first and by far:one of tne·best 
ColoSseum ·abiwns to emerge.; Jon tiiSe-
man, formulator·ofthe·g;roup and drums; 
·Dick Heckstall-Smith, tenor and sop.ra-
SW corner~ Morris afld• Washingt;on · 
Sunnyside -Neighborhood<Center; ... · · 
Wood Hill Towers Sou.th: :·. · · 
Red Whell Restaura-rit . · .· · · · 
Madison St~ Caf·e, 317. s.- Madison 
Produce-A-Plenty, ·1409· s. · MaJn 
J & 1 Gas Co~,: 1402'. $: ;IVia:in .· · 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L---;..;., ~-.;;,- ,;_; ~·- ~ .- ;_ ,;_ -~-- .;.,.,,;_ 
· Ian ·Ty.·son~. gui:tar; · Sylvia Tyson, vo .. 
.cals-~·~uddy Gage~ ·steel· guitar; N.D . -
. Smart II, P.rums;: ~os uarrett; lead . 
. gui;;'t;ar; :and, .Ke_n; Kalii.lusky, ba.s s • .fro-
. . duced · by T9dd. Hundgren. . · · · . 
, n0 .. sax; __ Dave· "Greenslade''· llreens.lade,.· 
organ;·· Tony_ Reeves,- bass;·. and .~ames 
Litherl~dc1 ·:~\t~.' : :.: .. -,\~- ;~ ;):c;, 
the jacket. is nnding·the .. sl,e.~ve 'de- · 
sign priri~ed:· ''Linda -Glove.i'/Apple· ~i"aJ.Il!-
• , _· _:·,,..:._. • •• -'...-:'.\' ·._.-• • _::' • • ·:."·.~~··-: ··;~ _ _.""'~ • \ • ' - ' -· ••• _·,· ~> 
· .·.Ariy·, r;•~qO,!!d_·c.ollect.o_r:;W.O.Uld be proud cto. 
.· i:l,OldJea.¢ppy (?.f. tnh .recording. ·.· Basic~. 
.· ,~a~1y',::_t).11s;is .Tlm:'~ Sy),.v:ia's group;: 
. '.ttlev~ ta:li~ cr.eQ,it 'f(~)'~, perming most of 
. :.\~~f.:~~~~rl_~!(\- _·_.····-~ ... · .. · . ..· .. 
. ·Amos, aart~H· j).ri guHar ·lS like sweets 
· in the ;bellY arJ,d po;t in the head. ·.some 
finEf early ·wor.k~. ·Garrett has spent 
time playing with R:llndgren, Jeff and. - .. 
Karia "Midnight at the oasis 11 . t·luldaur,. 
·and Himgry. Chuck to mention a few .... 
N.D. Smart II has spent some t1.me 1.n 
the studio with Todd also, and can .be· . 
found on Runt. and Ballad.of Todd rlund- · 
· ~~!1. He-a!So_ Pl.a_yed w1.tFHung~y~ck · · 
. ariCf""on the lates.t album by the Hello 
Peopl'e. · Mush:ally it 1.s p;robably the 
heaviest Ian and: Sylyia ... ever _put out, 
bo.th instr~mentally and l;yrically •. 
Too bad .Warner/Bearsville never reis-
sued this one • . Seemslike the .good. 
Ones {:l~e gone before theyire here.· 
I ha veri I t 'se.en too many· copies _:Of Great 
·SPeckled Bird. around~ -·'but 1 :know'.tney · 
still show up, 'cause I bought my _copy 
last month for $1. b.d. . . 
. ' 
. . . . . . . . . 
Jesse Davis--.:.(ATco· SD33:.346) --.--.-- . . .. 
. . Jesse Dayi-s Ill, gu,ita.r.;. keybpams, · · 
collpos.itions and proq.uction. · :Assist- · 
irtg. the producition are . Eric Cla~ton, ·. 
guitar-: and L!en Sidra:n, .Leon · rl':lssell; 
.· L!U'i'Y Knechtal:; et.c.,. ketooards{· Alan· -
.. White-ma~es an appea.ran,ce on drum.s_-apd 
.· Jacki'e · Lomax,·appears on percussion. 
Avoci!J. accompaniment for Gram-Parsons •. 
lnclud~d ~ong the thr~e comlx>siti~ns - .· 
.. not penned ·by Jesse is a Pamela Polland 
··:piece ·entitlep: ·"Tu;Ls.a:Co\.lnty-._n .-.E;r~c 
turns out a :f'ine performance, always. 
like to ;hear him.roc.k •... Glyn Johns· -cap-
t·ured · tpe· English red:>rded sets Md · 
. Joe Zagaring eng~n?er~d the L.A._ set •. 
. 'Don 1 t ·miss this one, lt.· has a green 
·border with an Indian puffing on the 
_ole· peace pipe- cover,. _g_iv~ng a ,Prof~le · 
·.exposure, unlike. the Last .Puff.·coyer •. 
You .snQuldbe ab].e_to rescl,le.this.from 
the -racks for. $1 ~ 97. · Keep an.· eye • · 
peeled for Ululu by Jesse, it 1 s. his 
second album (ATGO SD Jti2),- also cut · · 
. out·, but can be found. 
. TKese Who Are About to Die Saiut-e You 
·--by Colosseum,, (Dunhill ~0062) 
A jazz/rock work• ·.Jon Hiseman ·and .Vick 
Hecksta.ll..;:smith worked previously with 
. the-Tate ·Grahairi>oond' and wit'h<John• Mi.y-
alT along>w.tth !rony:aeeves on bass. · 
It was after work on i1aya:n• s. nare ··'-- . · 
Wires albuin.thatGolosseum was 'formed • 
Tony Re~ves and. Gerry -Bron .produced ·. 
the, album •. · An interesting note about 
ics II. pqsst:bl:y a Linda 'ltcca.rtney: . . ' 
' ' .. · . . . . . ' -. 
; • 'I . ~. ',.. ·;. t ·.; ' 
Stud·ent Stbl"~~ ~has· been:~;6~:rrting -all' · 
four Colosseum alb\Ulls .a:t. :!Pl. 76 per · · 
disc. All.four-'are:wortn -every penny· 
spent. -If yo]lf~if-;h;b,t that hy,~ed on· 
Colosseum,· .Those. \H1o, Are: About. to Die . 
Salute You. wouldjn8.ke. a .. sufficient· .· · 
meal •. -.- · ··.:. · · 
New Books Still10% Off 
Most .. Used Books 25¢. 
Ne"'· and Recommende.~ ·Books· 
Watership Down 
.Rubyfruit Jungle· 
·Back to Eden · 
Recipes for a Small i'].ane't 
· Diet for a Small 1-'lanet 
·.The wen Body Book-
our Bodies, Ourselves 
. '. . ' 
Pilgrim at Ti-hker Creek. 
RX. fQr Ailing_• Houseplants 
Lesbian/Woman 
r'lying · 
The Tooth Trip · 
-?ear of Flying 
I Ching · 
BOSSHARDT Nl*ES 
PORTER'S AL'LEliATIONS·.····.· . . 
~ ." 
.Last month's Post-.:Alileri.kart carried the 
full text ot .Rev. Jack Po.rter • s alle.:. 
gat ions that· a secret po_lice fil~ ·was 
kept onhlmand other members ofC.s. 
A • (Community for Social Action) • · 
Porter, requested that the matter be 
looked .into'a.fter he ·addressed.the 
Bloomington City Council ~on April 14. · 
After about five •e·eks, Bloomington ·. 
Police Chie~f Bosshardt ,responded to 
the allegations in a letter to City 
Manager Blodgett. _ 
In his response,. Bosshardt emphatic-. 
ally denied that his•department mai.n-
. tains, or· plans to maintain, files on 
.citize!ls who have not been arrested 
. for committing crimes. _Some of his 
more specific responses·, however• tend 
·to indicate· ·that either Chief Bosshardt 
did not even read Porter's formal al-
legati.Qns- or •,!it>least did not under-
stand what t·hey meant.. · · · 
Porter asked for all materials ac-
q~ired about ci thens by· means of. · 
electronic surveillance.· In Boss.,. 
hardt_•s reply, he asserts. that no· 
member of the Bloomington Police 
force has tapped phones and that the 
. pplice have no equipment for such work. 
The. Post-Amerikanasked Chief Boss-
hardt if it was true that. the poten-. 
tial for wiretaps lies in the machin-
ery operat~_d by General Telephone's 
downtown communications center, and 
if a municiJ1al law ·enforcement of-
- f~cial had. asked the court's permis.;,. 
·s1on to place a wiretap .on a citizen's 
· phone. Bosshardt said he has "never 
had the occasion to dQ this." 
Th.e ·Post-Amerikan then asked Chief 
Bo~sha:dt if, E!ince he wasn't police 
ch1ef m May, 1969 (the time Porter 
; .. ~]J,~~4.eq tp).,. ·51;,~as :P.oss.ib.l~ ·that- . 
~ Poll.ce -Ch:ief I.VlcElvaney •had ~o:rd·ered · 
·' the surveillance of C .S.A. members 
· and. the creation of a secre.t file.; 
Bosshardt. said, "I don•t know of any 
such f;ile,; ~. · . · · · · 
Then, Bosshardt's response got off .. 
the substance .oLPorter's allegations. 
Bosshardt -refe.r:red to a time when Por-
-ter all,'egedly pi'ck:ed u_p his phone and 
received 911 insteaQ. of' a dial tone. 
Porter~s allegations made no.reference 
.to that inGid£mt. As it turned out,. ··· 
Porter had mentioned the 911 incident. -· 
_.to WJ-BC 's. Steve _Vogel in off..;the-cuff. 
~ remarks, and ·the incidimt didn't~ even 
happen ·fo ·Porter.· Asked by 'the .·Post..; 
Amerikan where he got the. informatl.on 
t() l.nclud_e 1ri :h:is ·response, Bosshardt 
said, "I have· no idea where I heard 
the information. You hear different 
people talking in· the. COlllllluni ty ••• " 
Tn't.he final paragraph of his response, 
Bos.shardt asserted- that P.ort,er wanted ·. 
no ·_records of traffic accidents to be 
kept. Porter• s remarks. never men- . 
tionea such a dumb-request. 
When asked about his ·own·personal 
feelings regarding the revelations of 
intelligence networks within the Chi~ 
cago Police Department, "all Bosshardt 
had to say was, "It would be difficult 
to keep track of all those men 
(police}. • 
·why a file·. 
The Post-Amerikan'interviewed Jack 
Porter in.mid-June about circumstances 
surrounding the discovery of the file •. 
Porter told this reporter that the 
file .was discovered by some c .s.A: 
member$ during, a havoc-rfdden tirban 
renewal hearirig in May,· 1969. Ac-
cording to Porter, the file consisted 
of legal-size sheets of paper (type-
wri ttenJ with lists of p~rsons who . 
were ~t c.s.A.\meetings. Two meet-
ings were clearly documented in the 
file. · · There. was 'also a document 
which tried to link the planning of 
anti-war-activities at University 
High School with the c.s.A. meetings 
held on tJ.rban renewal topics. Porter 
insisted that such:a link never ex-
isted and just reflected what he 
called "crummy intelligence." The 
urban renewal hearing in May, 1969 . 
concerned eviction of a black.woman 
from her Bloomington home. C.S.A. ·· 
meetings were.helcl prior to the hear-
ing, and C.S.A. meml)ers-were present 
at the hearing. Black students from 
I. S. U. and I. W. U. attended the meet-
ing and so d..id the Students fora 
Democratic Society (S.o.s.). There 
was ri"eyer anY· formal .ii.l)k between -
the groups;..~l!llJ were. ·concerned with . 
. the woman • s fate. · There were some . 
minor_~s.cu.ff'le.s 4uriJ'lg the\· meeting, 
and in the midst of ·:P.l'le:.,: .::th.e~ :f'~le~ ~~as 
found by C. S ;A. members. . · _ · 
-:.,Z~ -- ~\:·,·:.:.·:.:;_ '.~f."-;:._o~ .. "'~~ ""--'J -,.,. ',_-·,;··( 
.c .s.A. meetings pd.or to th~ h$arlilgs 
~ad, at. ~imes, 'beet'l attended by .... 
strange· people,.accoraing_to PoJ:"-
. ter •. One suc:h stranger albgedly, · 
came to meetings to try.to sell guns 
t.o C. S .A. members. A tap was also 
placed pn the phone of local activist 
Dennis Ma~erus (see fhe Dennis MaJerus 
Story--a pamphlet available at Withers 
L_ibrary for a full account.) 
'-.:,.--
When .a.sked_ .why C; s .A. felt the filer· . 
was .~.ompiTed.by_the .. _poli.ce.·.i.nstead ·of:· 
:om;. other .ag~n¢y,_Porte~ was not sure, . 
It s bee,n so long ago--I. think 1 t was .·. ·•· 
·a let.terhead of some kind." Porter· · .·.' 
also told the ·Post-Ameriiuin that· C. 
S.A: members we~e "uptight about 
pohce possessing the documents.• 
- ' 
O~her incidentsinSpring,.1969 in-
d1cate·the possibility of'electronic 
surv-eillance. Mimi Smith, a local 
~ctivist, had-organized a picketline 
~n front of the Y.W.C.A. while hear-
lngs on_a guaranteed annual 
went ()n inside. State Police showed 
up· 1;o "observe" the picketlines~ .. · ... ·.·.· . 
But, according to Porter, no v\slble 
organizing was done to arrange a ·. 
. picketline I only telephone calls were 
made. Only a.phol',le ta.p··could.have.::· 
revealed .. when the picket, l,bre . would. 
·have been se-t;- up1 ·. ' _ z •.-
Porter told the_ Post'-AmerilCan. t1la#·/·; 
most of· his concern: about the sur:-·:>'- . 
· veillance. t>f local citizens emerge«t: 
after.it.was revealed.that,aMulti~ 
CountyEnforcement Group(MEG) inf()r-
mant was keeping track of' thepolit;.: 
ical . views of instructors at Pekin , 
High School. . (see .Post-Amerikan . , · 
Vt>l. I:J:I #II) •. And -it is difficult .. 
to _tell when such activities will·, .• 
take place in the .Twin-Cities;. As 
Chief. Bosshardt. so aptly put ita········· 
"I ·haven't got t}\e slightest ·idea 
what .the future will 'bring." .. 
. :--Jeremy 'l'immens 
CUBA PLANS 
ELECTIONS 
The main criticism most people make 
about Cuba is that there aren't free 
elections, which are neGessary for a 
democracy. It appears, · however., that 
this is in the process of cl1anging. 
In 1974 in the province of Matanzas 
in Cuba, the populace elected repre- . 
sentatives to local "Organs of People's 
Power." In 1976 these local· assem...: 
blies will be elected throughout Cuba. 
The representatives of' the ''Nationai 
Assembly- of People's Power'' will be 
chosen by the elected local assembly·· 
members. · 
In 1976 a nation~ r~r~';ehd~m :wSl be 
he11d tci;·tap:fh:>o"l}:e:·"~or·'reject}• thec:.;pr·o:- '~:rr '" 
pos·ed nation'al.•cdnsti tution. ·~. The •gov~ 
ernment has submitted· this to local . 
groups' for sugge §tions and criticism .• 
The constitution guarantees the right·.· 
of all people to productive employment, 
yotirig rights, medical care, and edu-
cation. · The legal voting ag~· will· be 
·16 ~ Worrien a.:r-~, gu·aranteed equality in 
employme!lt, :equ:al pay for equal work, · 
access tC> qhild ·care ·centers .if they, 
need t_hem•, .. 'and more., . 
·It is probable the OAS will lift the 
t·r:ade blockade on>Cuba this July. Re-
sumption of trade {with -the· Cubans · · 
saying.'thay .are willipg tocfin::;3ncial;ty 
compensate tor nationcilized Ainericari.· . 
property)' and diplomatic reii3.tions .. 
between the U. ::;3, and Cuba may be f!hort-
ly. forthcoming. ·And that sort of makes 
sense. Wny should the U.s. have rela:.. 
'tions with an olig,archic and repressive 
gover:nmentlike Russia and not .have re;_ 
lations with·a government just 90~miles 
from its shore.s which' is showing a ba-
sic willingness to give. its people ba- o • 
sic democratic rights? 
103 'BROADWAY MALL 
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SHOOT .·.•· NARCS! EARN.••·$$$$ ·~ ·.' 
• . . • I ,. • ~l . - - . , • . ,: ' . ~· . •. .' .· 
PRIZES OFFERED FOR NARCOTICS AGENT 
~PHOTOGRAPHS '· ··• · . . . . 
,• o" • • <c • •. • • ( ,' 
To s.PeeO. the d~struc:tion of tM Multi-
·.courity Enf.orceinent Group, the Post- . 
Amerikan is spo.nsoring R. narc. phot() .. · · ·. 
con.test. We're paying $15 a head :for 
shooting narcs {photographic8.1Iy, at 
least). 'Funds for prizes have been 
collect'ed by some· ft'iends who want 
. t-ci. see)'undercover'' agents lose 'their 
cover.·: 
To win, ,.here • s what you have to do a 
. :·· 
Ge.t a camera7 check the. list below !'Or 
an eligible narc in your area,. and 
go catch him or her~ Send the. prints 
and negatives to the Post-Amerikan. · 
Then we '11 check around t.o make sure 
·that you shot. the right persori •. If 
the Post pd,.nts the photo you took, 
you win: · · 
We want recent photos, so that we can. 
see what the agent looks like· since·.. · 
he or she has gone •undercover. 1 Black 
and white film is preferred. Try to 
have the narc• s face fil], up as · 
much of negative as possible, if 
you, can· stand. getting that close to 
a narc. 
PhOtos of the following undercover 
agents are eligible entries·in the 
l'l.arc contes-t(. we are· also providing 
'last known addresses,· which may n6t ' ·, 
be accurate. ··• · ·. · · · 
Walter Hetman~ former'Mcte.~ Co~ty. 
deput, .201 S. · s·ecc;>nd St., Chenoa 
Illinois (815) 945..:7143. · · ~ 
Jeff ~ielaff, liveswith parents at 
205 E~senhower Drive 452;...5738~ 
Ford Jonathan Conley 
Eug~ne Maxwell, former Tazewell-
County Deputy,. 1729 Valle Vista Blvd 
Pekin, ( 309) · )47•2294'. · ·' 
Christine Schaefer, former Tazewell 
county jail matron, Pekin, Ill. 
Charles Schofield, former Peoria 
cot1rJ.ty Cop, Rt. 3, Chillicothe 
Robert J = Edwards. former Peoria c'op, 
127 E. H~nes Place, Peoria 
Dale Oltman, Pekin cop, 2301 Cherry 
Lane:, Pekin ( 309) 346-9 506. 
Jo Vice,' former' radio op~rator for 
~ff~e Coer Po], ice·, living. in Morton 
Robert D. Miller Jr. former Chilli-
cothe. ·city cop, 205 N• Stanley., 
Chillicothe·. ·· · . 
Roland Inskeep, llOl W. Forest H;ill, 
Peoria 
Jerry- LaGrow--the head of the MEG unit. 
He can be.found·ai; the head~ office' 
Room 23, Peoria:Coun,ty Courthouse • . ' ' . ' . . . . . . 
The ~oll.owing three ~e~ts became 
pubhc for tlfe first :time in June 
wheri their rtarnes. appeared as MEG .~ 
agents in court records of the June 
MEG~ .indictments in McLean county. 
Randall Wyan't 
Diane falQmbi 
Thomas Bowman 
. '•To get photos,· contestants may want 
to ~ndertake surveillance at' a MEG 
off:~:ce, ~d,. thep ,follow agents who 
com~ an~ go, In Bloomington., the 
off~ce 1.s at 2.205 E, Washington St., 
Room 405. In Peoria, go to room 23, · 
Co.unty Courthouse. MEG offices in · 
other. cities may be. located by · . 
check~ng the phone book in the 
Yf?llOVf Pages under Govt. Agencief!. 
The l1sting for •MeN Associationw 
is the MEG office. (Thisworked in 
Bloo~ington, anyway.)· 
PORTER CONDEMNS SECRET POLICE 
~ ~· The following artible is 
the text of Rev. Jack Porter's editor-
ial, given on WJBC's Forum series on 
May 19, 1975 .. 
* * * * * * * * * 
I'm Jack. Porter and I don•~ like se-
cre:t police or ~ecret police files. 
The Paritagraph told us on We.dnesday 
/ a~out "a ·nationwide police organization . 
v1rtually unknown to the public" called· 
th,e Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit 
with :•a computerized intelligence fil~ 
conta~l'ling 19,000 na:mes.". It was sl;lp-
posed to deal with organized crime but 
som~ police say ·it iJ1cludes the names 
of political dissenters and any citi-
' zen who arouses th,e: ctiriosi ty of the 
police." .. Tl;lesday' s Yi.dette · ha<i a front. 
page story.about a woaan.stU:derit being 
awaken~d early one morning this month 
by two uniformed·policemen asting about' 
her enr~llment in,.~ .ISU's Poetry of Rock 
class and her involvement with drugs. 
Five other articles in that issue dealt 
with the Multi-county Enforcement Group 
(or MEGJ and thf\' .turmoil it. has created 
on CUi>USo . 
The MayPost;.,Ainerikanreports 1;he story 
of a:.MEG: informe:r·, the way he w·as black-
mailed into becomingr'antd.nf~ormerc· after 
being caught with some marijuanas the 
way he was paid for introducing his 
. friends to MEG agents, nis. giving false 
information about ajguy he had a grudge· 
~ainst leading to that man • s arrest o 
. . . 
I'Jrt personally very cautious about 
drugs, including medicines and alcohol. 
I grieve for those whose lives are 
wrecked by' drug abuse. I have no sym-
pathy for the capitalist 8 old o:r.young, 
"· wllo gets rich. by selling.· danget-ous .pro-
due,t.s. 
But that do~sn 't let ·in~ condone the . 
operation of a. secret p()lice forc.e in 
our_commuriity• The secret agents of 
every dictator al;'e . always justified . 
by--h~gh;..sounding slogans~ such as ":pro-
tect~ng the youth" ~r "law and order•" 
"But in actual practice they're the 
greatast enemies of the people's free-
dom. They trample on civil libertiesa 
they nail oppbnents on trumped-up 
charges; they plead with,peoplle to com-
, mi1t crimes. and then bust them when they 
do; they create an atmosjlhere of sus.;. 
picion and terror within the communUy 
where they operate. .. :.'";:· 
Where is .MEG's' accountability?'/ If I· . 
have a complaint against the Blooming-
ton p~lice, I em; bring it to the City 
Counc~l or the C~ty Manager or the Po-
lice and Fire Commissione Where do I 
go with a complaint against MEG? Who 
knows what they do? Some- of the elect--
ed officia],s who-allocate our tax mon-
ey te MEG say they don @t want to know 
wtta~~MEG does •.. T-hen, who will set the 
11m~ ts? Who establishes. guidelines 
fo~ recz:uiting informers? .Is black-
. maJ:l condoned? · Who' .tells "agents to 
soli~?it criminal ac"t:ivity? . Who~ told .~ .. 
the 1nformer in a Pekin high school to 
check out the polJtical tendencies of· 
her teachers? - · · · , 
/ .. 
MEG and all other secret police agen-
cies are a menace to our liberty. · 
~hey develop their own practices_ and 8 
m effect, answer to no cme. Bloom- , 
ington and MdLean County shciulp with-
draw from· MEGa Let's say "Nol" to all· 
secret police forces. everywhere. '· 
1 5-E~BE E·s e 
phone: .4 -1021 through S 
CALL ORDER IN SO IT WILL BE READY FORe 
I 
Other 
· Sandwiches Also "' " 
'-''' _·. ' 
BEWARE THIS MAN: 
HE IS A SECRE-T 
POLICE@. AGEN-T. 
John Williams Stephens, pictured 
here leaving the courthouse after 
telling what some observers said 
were "outright·lies" on the wit-
ness stand, is an undercover nar:-
cotics agent for ~G, the Multi-
·coul'lty Enforcement Group. 
A :Bloomington cop for several: years, 
''Bill" Stephens is still technically 
on the d ty' payroll. But Stephens has 
been a full-time secret police agent 
since July l, 1974. · · · 
Stephens is in charge of ·MEG's Bloom-:-
. ington office, ·located at 2205 E. 
Washington .st., ·Room 405,_ Phone 662-
1546·. 
But Stephens is ·not a mere desk worker 
for MEG. He has made a lot of under .. 
~ ,,oo_ver. buys,, bo:th in· M6Lean and Tazewell 
County. 
Stephens is one of.two.MEG agen ... <> 
whom a Pekin judge criticized for 
"concocting" testimony in court:' 
Stephens testified in the trial'of 
Ed Cotton, who is the only MEG def-
endant so far to gain an acquittal 
.once a case has reached '.the stage of 
a trial, 
Stephens is also the MEG agent whO 
arranged for the production and trans-
portation of a falsified document_ 
which arou-sed controversy when a 
MEG. informer was slipped into Pekin 
High School without the school board' s 
-knowledg.e • 
stephens · arranged ·for BHS to produce 
a false transcript. The MEG informer 
enrolled in Pekin High as a "transfer 
student. from BHS·." When. Stephens trans-
f.erred .:the falsified ·d;pcuinertt to ~the· •·· 
Pekin High .,informer~ he .warned her, 
. . 
that the falsification .was "a feder.al' 
offense." 
(This account was· taken from 8 days', 
9f_ t~stimo~y ~h a.· sch9o~ :board hear. - ~ 
1ng 1n Peklh• The_hear1ng revolved ~-
. around • the COntroversay created by I 
MEG's secretly planting a 2)-year..:.old ~ 
· professional informer in the student 
body.) · . · · ·•·~ 
. Ste~h:ns :drives a Tato model 2•d;or •. .·. 
gold Mercury Cougar, with ·1975 Ill.· 
license plates 515 394. ·The front 1 
plate :is displayed off: center, on the V1 
left side. · · · .. ~ 1 
We last knew of Stephens liVing at c.;_· 
1408 N. Main in Bloomington, side ~ 
door. The landlady. told us· Stephens.:.< 
moved out •. 
Judge Dreams Up Rules 
to Stop POST-AMERIKAN Photograph~rs._ 
Trying tq protect the. secret identity 
of MEG secret agent Johr1. "J3ill" St,e-. · 
phens, Judge Ivan Johnson pretended 
that photographs ii!'e forbidden in the 
courthouse basement June 6. -,. .. 
Agent Stephens/ about to -testify in 
a narcotics case' had been trapped 
for mor.e than an hour in the judge's 
chai!lbers in the basement. Three Post-
Anierlkan. photogr-aphers we·re waiting 
in the hall.. · 
There was no, way for MEG agent Ste-
phens• to get to the courtroom with-
out getting his photo snapped in. the 
hallway. · · 
The 'hearing -~as delayed several ti!Jles_, 
. whi,ie officials app_arently pondered 
· how to protect Stephen's. "cover" as 
a secret narcotics agent. . 
.• 
.The solution: have Judge- Johnson _ 
order the Post-Amerikan photographers 
to refrain from taking pictures. . 
Johrlson approache.d photographer Mark 
Silverstein; arid casually mentioned 
that. there was an existing adminis-
. trative order against taking photo-
graphs. Silverstein acknowledged 
that he was aware of' such an order, 
but knew it applied only .to the 
courthouse's second floor.·John-
son said. that another administrative 
order existed applying to. the .base-
ment, the section of the courthous.e 
run by Johnson. Silverstein asked if 
it was if! writing. J,ohns.on said it · 
was. 
Not long after, Agent _Stephens and . 
Asst •. state Is Attorney Charles Rayner 
Walked OUt Of the judges I ChamberS 
on their way to the much•delayed ·pre:-
liminary hearing. Rayner had to walk · ~ 
down the hall, pointing to various 
photographers and yelling, "N0 pictures; 
judge's order~ No pictures; judge's 
order." · 
Once Stephens was safely inside the 
bourtroom. testifying (Po~t photo~ 
graphers had nt;iver intended to photo-:-
graph inside~ an actual courtroom), 
Judge Johnson offered to .show Post 
worker Silverstein the text of the 
administrativ.e order which allegedly 
banned photographs in the basemel".t .· 
hallway. · 
The Judge showed hJ:m Administrative 
order #27. It prohibited photographs 
in courtrooms. The order said nothihg · 
about prohibiting photographs in 
hallways. 
After some discussion,,Judge Johnson 
finally admitted that. the administra-
tive order did not. prohibit hallway 
photographs. 
Howeve-r, Johns.on remained emphatic- c 
.about ordering S,ilverstein not to take 
Pictures anywhere in the courthouse ~ 
basement. 
When Johnson finally adml. tted that 
he was really issuing a: new order, 
Silverstein asked· if Johnson had 
been asked to ao this to protect 
Jl.gent Ste'phens. 
Johnson claimed that no one had 
said anything to . him about it •.. 
Johnson claimed -that he did not 
even know why Silverstein wante<:i 
to photograph. • · 
Johnson said that he nad noticed 
that Silverstein had a camera, and 
fel.t he should. warn Silverstein. that. 
taking ~photograph-~ violated- an . ·. · . 
existing administrative order. (But 
there was no such existing order.) 
Silverstein. says· that· he has been in·· 
the courthouse with,,a ccmiera many· .. -
times in the past;_·. and ·had been SE)en. 
by Johnson , · yet has never .received 
.such a warning. 
.· Harassment of Post-Amerikan photo-
graphers. is .nothing new. A few months-
ag·o Sheriff ·John King threatened a . 
.Post photographer with arrest· for 
taking pictures ori theoourthouse's, 
first floor, despite the absence of 
·any Judge's order prohibiting .such 
photography. · 
During the. march.ag.g:inst Sheriff King 
last Noyember ),,. ·. !'os.t-Amerikan photo.:. 
grapner .Dave Nel.son was· arrested' ahd· · 
thrown through ·xre s'ge' s -plate glass 
window by police. Offfc•ers. then 
attempted to slriash Nelson Is camera with 
theirbiily'clubs. · · 
A few months earlier, a Bloomington 
patrolman threatened confiscation of . 
a Post-Amerikan worker's camera. • That 
officer was later reprimanded, accord-
ing to Chief Bosshardt-. · 
Des.pi te /the concerted .efforts . of P!rEG, 
Judge Johrison, and State '.s . Attorney·' s 
office, Post photographers did get a 
photo of M;EG agent John Stephens. 
(See' adjoinir1g story.) 
I 
--- ---- . -
(J~tt•tng ··ov.e'~ ;~. !1 reglilB.r column by th.e 
Bloomingron-N.orm~l Men~ s Gro~p~ · .. 
>·' . ·, 
On Frlci~, ·;]urie 1}th0 I with Chris and 
Dave went to t~e Midwest Men's Confer~ 
ence and; Cel;ebrati:c>n in -Chicago. We·. 
drove. t}l:rough'.'pound·ing rain and pretty 
atre>:ng vdl'lds e ·• · So · when we • got there ·I · 
was very -,:ense from the trip and from 
being in<a place that I didn 8 t know 
no.t knowing .exactly what was going to . . 
happen . .-· · As. I looked _aro'imd the room 
at.all·the beautlfulmen, though, 
I realized· that there was no threat 
no competition. These men had come' 
here to. be .together .a:i'ld to relate to 
each other positiv:ely. · .. · · · 
We met Kurt there, a man we h,aclh • t 
seen in a-'·leJ~g time, so we. ta.lked with 
him a lot,· but still hadn't tillRed to 
anyone new. · · · · · · 
I. started to . calm down after watching 
• movie- calbd .. ;·!!.n!Jl Liyes. I knew · 
~hat. ~he other ~en ~here· were· identify- · 
!11g_ w1 th the, movie also. Just when the 
four ~:r u:s were discussing.why we 
weren-'t talking. to ~one else, a man 
came over to . our tab.le to lll&ke some.' 
sighs a,nd talk.. This was. the first · 
man that I talked to at the conference .• 
He was doing . some of the same things 
that. I. was. He was in. a .consciousness 
rais.1~ group.· and was at~empting· to 
deal .w1 th the ~~in pal't ·of his being 
It .felt good. · 
--Jack 
I felt·good. 
·-.-' 
"How was your ·weekend,?·"· 
"It was really . good~ e.· 
_ "What , d,ici .. · you do?·;,· 
"I went to a Men°s Celebration:' 
... • • • a what?". 
That. was the reaction I got ~t.er. an 
excellent weekend in Chicago at the 
~en's Celebration~. Three.of us from 
the Bloomirig:ton-Normal Men's Group 
drove_up.Friday.night and arrived in 
.time t.o ·registe.r t pay · $1.50 if we 
. had. it, ·and ·get•·accuatomed .to a·room 
full of men talking. piaying music. 
reading the literature or si·tting alone. 
The first sbhedule'd event fbr the 
evening \'las a fillil called Men's Lives. 
It was a moving, well done ~entary 
that got into the. socialization of 
boys and men. It caught experiences 
we've all felt and gave us something 
to talk about. -. . . 
Saturgay was filled with workshops and 
discussion groups• I attended one on 
listening which gave eight of us· the 
chance to.concentrate onthe technlque 
of reflection. This requires close 
listening ·and reflecting back the · 
feelings tp 'the talker. I was sur-
- prised to ~:see how difficult jU:st 
·-plain l-istening is• . It was hard not 
to give advice,· relate similar ex-
p_eriences • or think about oth~r things. 
. The next discussion group I chose was 
on bi-sexuality~ All of. us from com-
pl'etely di;f:t'erent positions batted 
around\our experiences inexploring 
that life style. One exclusively 
Gay man in his late JO •s• felt he · 
ought to tey·a heterosexual relation-
ship while another exclusively straight 
ma.rzried man wondered about homosexual-. 
i ty &nd. frj;endships. A third man was · 
c()ncet";nS:ci wi'th sili!PlY expressing hls . 
-sexua,lity_which:he ha.d:n't 1done yet. 
The variety of men and experiences 
made this a fascinating grd\ip~.J .:.~~··. . 
,., -~~ •'"~"' 1 { ._; t..~ ··.;-
The fir~.al wo~kshop L chose was dance. 
This ~ifted me from discussion ana: 
allowed me to concentrate on p'l.lre ·' 
.movement. We filled t.he space in an 
et;t~ling collage. of form· and energy· · . 
g1.v1ng us a .new experience in unity;,·.···. 
Th~ celebration ended with a party 
_ where everyone relaxed arid enjoyed. 
getting to know further ·the. other . 
men. ·I .w~:t.s. thrilled to. have met men. 
both gay and non-gay,who had deve- · 
loped satisfactory,, alternative life 
styles and who refu~ed to.fit any. 
stereotype roles •. The celebration 
gave us all hope in knowing that · 
we can come closer to our own 
feelings and to each other•· 
- ... Chris 
·~m·· __ :. __ .·~-':_' '_. ····~i···K· · · ···:_··."'t-·t· --. ··.· .. _··.· ... ·· 
• •• • c " 
'· . 
-~··· .. ··. ···-· .. · ·-· ..... ',· ... · .. ·, ...... . 
-~· 
True pizza lovers know the 
difference between mere crust~ 
and-tomato-sauce and a real 
·· ·. _··  c· ·. -· . ~·~ ·:_ · _g·fs; · 
.··Iittt lzza pizza--and .they go· to Mr. Kelly 1 s Fine Pizza. They know Mr. Kepy isn't stingy with. 
the ingredients; and.~ 
offers competitive prices. 
/ 
HOURS: 4~1~1ll1UOlt#S14f 
-'I 'I'm ---111'ttl 51tR 
\ 
/ Z 0 f NOlttH ~t: 
1lt!tl'!LJV!ltY Tf'l NOi1t114L · .. 
~~Z~S'HZ an4 4JZ.,I995 
MR. 
free small 
• • p1zza 
,· 
.With purchase of any 
family-size pizza. 
Good until Augu~t 7, 1975• 
~ood for dune buggy sales, 
bination with other coupon 
'rilE~ri .a yo.ung robot girl' led me) \nt.o . 
a blue room w:itli blue .pla~tic · 
.mother and· daughter,: butterfli'es, 
and a~coi"l:ll·Poem·:ab¢.ut PuPPY dogs• . 
tails on the .wal,1, :;and. a )~ape r.ecor.¢~r ' 
on the .. desk~ -~ith·· Dr. Ttupln . .i:i:Xpl:ain~ · 
_ing Mens.t:vual.,,Extraction;l!·-• :; 11 J::ll;.~ase . 
·push .stop but.t.qn Tt n'i-frs'~" (lasn1 t. · · · 
re~urned. 11 .• the ·tape . E!n(ied.. · ·- · ·. · < · 
Since abortion· is. still such a sticky'' : · · 
issue, th.e care .provided w.as 'i:b.ade- . ' .· 
quat(!. For Jnstan~e.; ·.or. :Trupin, ~sno.u1(f .. 
. have reco~~~d~d: vitam-in$ and pre,.'. J . 
.. ·. scribed;. an· antibiotic and ·perhaps a · ·;? · 
· .. coagl,llent •. .t>!llr:t of: what. ma4e :tnis such::· 
Then ba(lk th~o~gijJ_tle\wai'tin·g roQm~ 
· ·down for· t! ~l_oqd test,_ back t.hroUgh 
the .waiting, roo.m to another blue ·· · 
·· _ ro9m, :~ very. coJ.d·bll,le· room ju:st' off 
the ·waiti:ng ·room.·- I wa_ited a long · ' 
time .. there • .·shivering 'iil• .. a. skimpy 
papex' '.sheet o , .··. I ' . . ... 
,. . ' "";' 
Finally~-·$ ~hi.ri,.-?t~efl, slick ur •. 
Trupin cWne .. in·~· obvi.ouSly ln: a big 
hurry~ I J:i:'iea to j~et him .to stop 
long enough tO d~scuss · important -
d~tail·s Ji~~- -~ · erosio~ .on·.~my cervix 
and. .a urethra that iS too sinall ••. - · 
. · "oh.-. you•_f~·.the: one who had the 'bad··.·· 
·. -~~P~;r:ience bef•or~ .... ·. :, · · •··. , '·· . 
:.-..-:..:·· 
. "Please he gentle· with, my cervix,;_"·. · 
I begged. · • · .· ' .· 
• ~ .. ,ft '< ~ , .!' :· .. ; . ; ;, ••. :~ ··'·1!-: ·f.' . . .;;:"'-:·.:'" ,·;·;;: .·>_,. -4 • t , 
·;\ 
. :·. 
, .. 
'· / · . 
.• -:·· 
'._.,_ 
. . .. 
. And ·they. 'lef~-··_me t.o 1i~ .. t.qere. tor . 
maybe: flve.!Dor~. ~~:nutes, when. D1Y · 
. 11 t.tle f.r,i:erid' came ·back·. and ·sa-t · 
· thete wtrile I Q;ressed, .asking .. 
questiol'ls. li.ke. "Why !ion• t you . ·· 
wan!; the 't;)a:[)y?" 'Then she want~d- . 
me to. sign a st~teinent: that I'd . ·· _ ,,, 
re·ceiyed post operative l~s:t}~l.\Ctiori.s-~ 
I guess.- The~ she hl.lstled me· ~c~ 
to_th~ wal,~~tlg r()9m~f was"v_ery weak, 
and ~pset. trying riot·. to cry when 
... people,: :wer,~ .smiliAg· at me~ r hid my 
·face in. some magazlrles: iri :tne cb'rner'~' 
-~;::-,t;:T}:l.e:ri I !ie~.;.4.~<i: .... :..t ~.~ rather fall apart · 
·;;.,,on the sid~W4"k\ttmn in front of all. 
{'i~those ,~pe,opf!ie/?:so'lr stwilbled out into 
·: : >the sunsl:ii~e .\ .. 
'· ,-
. --c()NTACT tENSES . 
··~~,A~;R·:(l5oui~··our'.:_soft & hard··· 
·· : .-conta,ct1enses .. trial- -.Ji~i-_n·g ·< .. :· 
· · , ·.arl'd . · ·.. · · · ·t 
S~udent, F~culty, ~ Staff 
< '<()ptical· :Pl~n. ~! . _.· 
Eyes_ Exainin~d .. 
· E y~glasses. Fitted· 
. ' 
Ur. N.J. Komons · 
· Up~ometr.ist - . 
401 N. Main-· B.loomington 
For . Jnformation cau 827-8434 
. . . 828-6741. 
. .a trying expe~i·e.nce was that .• I was ' 
·. · physl9ally ·a.nd·t,}'ler~fc>.re··-etaotJorially · ·· · · 
• off b~lance.. ,Pregnancy takes a:. lot 
.. out oi' r()u:. ~a1ci~; ~ron;: 86~ e't.c~ . ' :- ' 
Menstrua! exiract~pn· iS la>'very ;;;llilpl.e , .. • '· 
procedure. The. oes.t place r.o.r it -woUld. . · 
be _in your. O'W:n !ioctor•s o:ffice,_ a doc.:.> 
tor w~o ._-k_npws. your bociy and yau· can ' ' 
· · t.ru~t. A do_ctor who could give you 16? 
continuous care. . · . . , . ' . ~-. 
.. ~ 
·. -~ -.: 
.. '.~ -~ ·.. . 
~ •· I ; ' '' ' 
,. .. 
I 
- ..... 
·. ,· 
· ..... "' 
. ··' ; . 
r 
... , .. 
V11TI12ii~. :r 
Stella,Bicycles 
100 N. Linden St~eet­
. Notmal-454.;1541 · 
J 
r 
. . . ' 
. Monday & . Friday· 9-8 ·• t(:t()MJI~t6 §()t()~ .• 
Hrs. Tues Wed. ThUrs. Sat. 9~5 
::fo:s.I...;J\MERIKAN ·.·:..g.;.: JULY~ 1975 ,· ·_. _ .• - -; _ . w,.,, _._ . ··: .. , ', ·-' .. ··~ .· .. 
> _.., •• • 
IJi;~~::f.18¥,i~~tt~~--:~e-.p~lht~d 'a'-~t;ory. ·'' -·- - - W\~LI~(ir _.· .-T~<(AH~M) __ PE:a~iT_. _": 
·a'b'9ut.-,.C&Y'p~op1e.expei"~enci'ilg dis- In late May, ,the Someplace Else mana• MrM,~CS Of-·-------~'"-·· 
crimina.tion·a:S()mepl•ce .Else~- The· -. ger phoned the Post Amerikan and com• f"o ~NTE~ · -roUfl f'.St · HA"EIIVT 
at-~rY:-.. fie;-Y.-d n~t_ OJ'ilt ·t.o"repo);-t Si'.Y8 .,; . - pl.ained •that -he was loi!J-ing';C'business '. - - -
·ra1:0itr,eidents .·at the b&J,!', 'but: also. ~0 · ' becau&,e; of~·th• stpry we printed •. He·: IF 1' ·w~fl&-N'r. 
:imde.#score: the, whole issue_. o.t -d~scr_~mi- · said he h~ t•alltttd _tc> people:.who - . F~ ._ o\Jrt< . ., ;· 
· nati:on' .on tne basis. of sexual· Pr.~fer... said _th_ e_y-_-. we_ re·.n.o .. l_ -0_-ng-e. rgo_:rng· :''to ..,eo,. - A. encef-o The issue was .raised at both -· · l · . - ,. . · -"''"vUL It .,' 
to~ meeting~;~' last :Spring" anci ~()th. • Somep ace Else because. _of w~t- they C.~rCiMJFtt.f . 
. meetlnga.-··~ndorsed>tlie idea of .IU'l - - read in the Pos1;-~erikan-•. The.lilari.a- .. 
ord_i_n __ an_ -c ___ -8_ 'b_ ann ___ · ing·-· . __ t_h_ e_ kind_ .. _ of_ .. d_b..;, . g_er .said he was going to ·wrJ,.te:his "WHq . 
- , - side ·of the st'ory ,. but ~he' never. sent ·AnE'· .. ,,_, --. crj.iDination pl;'actic~d at S .. omeplace . . . t· t ·- · · · I'( •• 
l!:le~. . Ne_ither.· city· co\Ulcil has' taken. 1 0 us • · · AS 
ac~'i@n• · . . -- FortWUl:tely, the. Someplace Else ,&in~ · 
T.o~d-.<.the' etld 'of May; Post-.Ainerikan . ·. . ploy~e did ·not begin bl!Y,ing ,Up all the 
diatribution outle,tsreported-tha:t an-- pape,rs. until most_had been-sold anyway 
empioy-.e- of Sci~eplace Els_e was. going . We are, however, re-printing ·the · . · 
to--stores-and Iiuying up: all- copies of article he tried to suppress; just in 
the'··:Post..;Ameriitin. Thi~,s ·e.mployee a~- case som~ r~aders were not _able to ob-
mitte'd that he was buying up au,,_,;he ta.in a copy of the May issue. In.. . 
copies ·of the paper he-.cou],d_ find,_ so addition; we w~t, to emphasize that 
that:. no ~one -would be ~ble to read the we -will --no:t ~e Q~ppre·sst!d just. bec-aqse 
sto:ey- about g&y' :disc~imi~ti~• He· someone•._has ·enough mo11ey· to, ,b\iy .all 
had•a shopping<bag f\111 ot papers. the _papers in th& stores •. · · · · 
~ ~:.~,--~:--~-~l...~,-~----~:---:·~-----....i:~--~~~.-. ..... ----~--~~----~-~~ 
. . . "' Anyway,- we .went to the So111eplace 
.. \ ; Else ag·a~;n -a·._coup:l~ Of ·we~ks later., · 
. ···.... -. . this time.with r.einfcir'cemepts. . . 
tfiyou•·re heterosexual_ ·and .you want , ~ There were about: 50 of us, a: motley . 
tq•:::~o· dan_ ·.ci~ .wit __ h Y_ our_ swee_ t}\ear_~- -. assortment of IZ.ay and straight• Jllai~ ~-
ar).'W-or_ -Y9Ur friends,_ .. that's how s_1m~ and. female., feminists and: ex-bikers; 
pl;e,.;i t is'" 'X'o11 · just ·go • · I:t: YQU ~ re but still_ very predominantly gay'. . · 
g~y(and·you wan:t to ·go dancing,,you· Again, it wasn't avery bU:sy night.' 
dl':~;!e tq cChampaign,· .or Peoria; or. Again, there, were· a few- catcalls and 
-Chi:cago; . Not that· tnere are. laws . · . gaping•. :a11t this time, physical a-
.· ag'aJ,.jl.st same sex dancin,g in ~_loom'"". buse was at· a nfinim\Uile probably be.. . 
irii~on,--becailse there aren't •. But oau.se of _our great~r numbers and_oor. 
the-re are ominous otner · things· more . assertive attitude. . · we did . · 
Ani:fthis is a story. about what hap"" · get into ·several heated raps with_ . 
peilj,ed when a- group~ of _gay people and -other people ther-e, ~d. that was in.- · 
._•· t~'it~r supporters. set out :to have a _ te~estlng and s~etime~:~ pr()d,uctive. · 
· gc)Q.d.- time· locd].y·, running· $mack· up It_.·.· was al), very exciting' .:and w~~ad . 
· ag'l;inst -those· .other_ things. ·:'It~ s a- i 
&t~ey about. pi_ggism. . .. . ~- good t me .• 
. :·:~f:·>)< . . . . . . . : . . . . . 
w.e/,Ytent dancing ·and drinking llt the 
· So'in:jplace Else three times ov·er the 
p(i,:~-~ ·coup,le_ months_. 'l'he· f'irst,time . 
· ~'*i,'• the Thursday ;aft,r Valentine • s -
d8,y<_~ There were ab-out 45 gay . peo;;. 
:Pt~. aJid one supportive ·.stra-igh.~, ... 
c-q,tiple~ It wasn't .a very ·tlu'sy'· ~' .. 
n~~l\t, bu-t :the_band was e~cel.l'eJ;'lt, 
an~:.; after the tension- of the first . 
riiif.S1ow darice~,s; we b-egan to relax·· 
8Jif4'::~njoy. ourselves. 'l'lu~re were a 
cq~ple catcal;Ls· {"faggot:~" J- fil•st, 
b.v;c't;F.cit- subsided. Well; we'd been 
t~~~e a c~uple hours when·th-· phy-
.·. deal hassling started. 
:·i~:,Iboriymous man _cam-e up ·to a . 
gt,Q;,lip.- of · g~y people_; dancing and .. 
tgl{d· them to/stop •. Mista:kenly, 
t*;q:_ass11I!l'ed .that·· this_ h'omophobe· -· .·. 
fij~eone who has an irrational . -. 
d'ijj;;.s_eated. · fe.a.r of bomosexual$ -- . 
~'ti,:bo~os.exuality) was. in som~ · .. · 
vi'' :.·connecte-d with the management, 
i. r talking teL the -real- ass:i s-_ . · 
t " .. .. manager,. WhO said that our 
·· m~ti~Y w.as just -as gr~en as any-
b<l~ else's, ··we,·- igrtored· :the homo-
pll;~'fle and :Itept right on dancing. 
u-h4:~~~urta tely r- he and thi-ee ~r ~our . 
ci:'ij)!).Hrs .began :to make themselves •. 
ijllp;()ssible to ignore • T_hey started 
sti~,Jng us arotind (literally)_, and 
- siti:C:e we were not, intq viol.ence, we · 
deecided to -leave, ·· Our only retalia-
tf,on: was defensive. There w,as some 
ti)1e guarding of the gay men ~on-e : 
A short-lived victory.- .. The iast 
time we went, a: couple weeks ago, . 
there were 6n:iy about 15·of us, l:!-rtd 
as. t~e evenin~ _wore on th:e number .·-·. · 
decl1ned to ugh:t, six men and :t'#() 
women._. And, as previQut;+y·noted~;it 
is more -dangerous in -mimY'""situatlons .· 
for men ·to be overtly gay th~'for. 
women. P-hysically dangerous,' that· 
i_s. Well, t_he ·vocal .abuse was. heav~. --
and about 11:a 00- things started t6 · .·· 
· really- :get tense. ·Some. strai_g~t · 
·people_ started elbowing and pushing-. 
the gay people 0r1. the dance; :t'lq()t', · 
and they cwere accompani~d by chl!ei's' · 
from· st'raight '.people ·.sitting. n~ar.:. ,. 
'.by. . ... ··.'' - . ;. 
Two bouncers~ a~outthis·tirrie, told 
the men dancing to stop·, giving no:, . 
·· . ~- reason. The men kept dancing •. _ The' 
. .bouncers then .joined· the assistant •. 
manage~, who was . tel-ling the gay _ . : 
people· sitting down tC? leave• (By.·.·· 
the. way, one ·bouncer, ·.when told to . 
·throw :out·. the: gay people, refused. : -
He was-then· asked to tlim oiler his , 
bouncer jacket~ · This !'le: did arid ... . 
.then walked off the -job.) The ass._· . 
manager. said that the fiay people · ... ·.· 1 
w~~e -be.ing disruptive (not< true,·. e~- · .. 
cept tM.t they wer~ dan~ing toget}1er, 
which tends to disrupt· some peopl-e-• a 
beads),, and that _they ~ho~ld .leave .· , 
for their own good; ~s tne crow<1-'wa~. 
becoming increasingly· hos~ile. and :;·~ 
threatening. He also, said that. . 
about fif-t;y people. , including. ~eg-: .. · 
. ula,r customers, had:~ left (by· the way, · 
the band w~:s not so h"t and it was 
a week night), .s~e- p~ them telling . 
hitn (he claimed) that they were dis~-
·. gusted _al:ld nau_seated 'by the -gay peo- . 
ple's presence.- ('Spe$king of being ·· 
· disgu·sting, some straight people. . 
threw a rubber- at· .the table where -· 
the gay 'people_ 'were si_ttirlg.) ' . ' 
,·, .. 
. When th·e gay people i.!eininded the aS)3. 
manager that th~y had _paid to get in, 
_ he.respor1ded that although ourmoney 
is just as greer1 as anyb.ody·else's 
(a favorite line of hi-s) , the offend-
ed straig~t people :frequent the-bar . 
more_-- often~~ When asked . if he hla.d ~,, .• 
obligation to protect us,. he respond-.· 
ed that he. coul;d ju-$t go . in. hi,s .of~ 
fice, close :the .door and l.et what .. 
would happeJ1 .go right ·ahead .:an.c:t •• -p~ , . 
· · pe_n,,. and .. ~:;r~~B;nY.t}lihg ~.~i·~- .hE), -~:.o:O.Ulc\_ ·--~-~~-:.·_ ·_.~-:~. 
say' that< we were d'r\lhk arid' di'sor<fer;,;-'-
- ly. ·(Two of. us' hadn,'.t been drink'~hg .. 
at. all.) Mid 'there was rowdiness, ._ · 
but not on our part •.. The_.-gay._pep·-- . 
· ple were -~a:rtdlirig everything ·with 
their .,usual dl,g'nity:.. · · · · 
--
.-The ass. man~er 'arid bouncers· left·, 
and;all the- gay pe.o'ple sat do'lin to 
think and: talk. Be.cause the atmo-
.spher.e gave tis 'no cno,i6e •. ·we de- . 
- cided to leave., which:.w~ 'did amid 
· jeers and . clapping. · 
· I -.wish .. th~t I could- giVe ~hi$ :~to;~;_ 
a ·:h_i:l;ppy ending, but: it- ,just ain~ t _· 
'· possible. -•· As an afterward, an: ISU 
Vidette.rep()rter·con:tacted-someof 
the gay pepple who ·had gone to the 
S'omeplaee Else about a pos.sible -sto-
. ry. ·However, -:the Vidette, in its 
usual parl¢oid manner• ·refuse~. to 
print what. did· happen because . th~y .· . 
.were afraid that something l:>ad might 
happen to th.etri (a.lib.el suit, or 
something) u· they said . that gay 
people were being di.scriminated 
against~. · ·· 
. so stay.-.tuneP. "- ·· ;.··· .• 
· -:i~Aiice Wonder 
· ,by·•E)ome of. the lesbi~s, whO·. Juriip-
ecl···~between the. two sets of men 
wMnever .po-ssible. I guess -1 t' s. · . 
st.~ll part ·of the macho e:thi~. not. to . -
hit-women, ··e.ven~if they'·re ·''queers~" 
H.oVo"ever, .one m~ 'Wa~·.apparently so 
up:~:et th~t people of t_he same sex 
would want to. dance tQgeth·er (how .. 
awful!). that. he stooped so l'OW as to . 
S.bCIALIST · FEMIN-IST_ CONFER-ENCE 
. 'shdve ·one of the women aro_und a: "lit-
c tie.·· just· another example that 
c:hiVlilry really is on the -aecline. · 
we>triedto leave-toge~her, but 
things were a little disorganized. 
Another gay man got punched on the_ 
head a couple _times •. (As I walked 
· by. I _heard him muttering in sur- _ ., 
prise. "He actqally HIT me. • .how- . 
J:;trange I" )- · And outside, the straight 
man Who had been sitting with. us. 
-ended U:p-'by himself with four .of the 
~hontophobes who.· to use the vernacular~ 
beat him up. I '.m su:re it w~_s an · · .. 
accid,ent- ... they must have thought-he 
_was a "homo." That's small consola...; 
ti.on for -him tho ' ~ 
A socialist-feminist . c()n:ference is : . 
being held. July 4-6 at Antioch, College 
in. Y;ellow ·springs,· Ohio.· The con- :· · 
· ference ·will facil.i tate c·qmm\micatio:ri 
among the growing numb.ers of· socialist , 
- feminists and activist women and-. · .• 
-seriously .examine major questions of · ; ·•· 
theory, strategy, and practice.· It 
wil~ be_a place to share organizing 
expe.Z,iences, broaden perspectives, ·. . 
. and assert socialist, f~min~s,m ~$,_13- · 
· .. strategy for, re-volution. ·. · . · 
. ,f ~ 
Iri_ orcl~r to- pro-Vide a b~ginniQ.g Point 
' fOr discussion, the planning committee 
,., nas ·a·greed on ·th.r.e~ prin~iple~ of;: ·~nft~ 
for the_ conf.~rence which.- follow.s :. / · 
1 ) -we rec.ogriiZ~ the need for and sup:... 
pc;>rtthe existence of the autonomous-
women •_s .movement throughout the '· · 
revol_ut1onary p:rocess; · 
. 2) ~ \~e agree :tl:iat all· oppression, 
whether basecl.·on race,class, sex or 
. lesbianisiJl, is inter--relat-ed· and the .· 
·fights for liberation fr:om oppression 
· must- be siniul. taneous and __ cooper.ati ve; 
and · · · · 
. 3) We agree- that ~ocialist f_e!llinism 
''· is a str~tegy f'or revolutio-n. · 
This conference is open .to any woman 
who is 1n .general sympathy. wi 12_h :the 
three points of· unity ·and ,the goals . 
of socialis-t. feJllinism. ·.If you. are· at 
·all 'interested in attending, cali 
l;>efore.J'uly 1 for,..inform~ti<?n: 
_ Mary or Yirgi'nia·- 454-1644 
Ann· or Pa.!Il 
( 
susie 
·829..-3576 
828:.6885 
U··n· IT-- e· D' -- ··F" A .. R .. ·m· : w·-- o· .. R,.. KE." R. S ·n· ew·· S · ·-- ;r~i~m1i:~~rt~!~~~-~~6:~::tf;~lll--· . .,wo.r~ing at Sa:feway._or ·ft. &. P ·be-cause 
., ' • ' ' • ·< •C ,those·stores-·are '•q11rrying ooycotted 
~_EGISLATIVE BREAKTHROUGH J. worke~-·-P~:titions · :ror election~ . . ·· ~~~~~~;~~~~i~ ~t.·!~~:"~f~~-e;~-c~~;d ;;i 
: California,.h~s enacted an historic farm must be file.:i at a .. time when. a,~ -.·· ·.· .. by UFW) . . -· . · }. 
·labor bill that ,could becom·e·a model. least 50% o:t ·ftorkers ~mi>:J.oyed.during, __ ·; <: ·.j>J~-~ lahot<,unio·~~ can carry on 'a 
-•for. other states··and for ·nationial leg- the peak season are'· aetually at work. · ;fUll, consum~r--~'Don't Shop at Jewel" ·; 
•' islation! The--law was· passed· in ·a ·spec._ .. , on th~ farm. A Pe.~ition· for an. c~paign ( inclp:~ing· pi_cket signs, ·_ . ;; 
. ial sessio11' of the CSl.iforriia legis- . . · elecbon must b_e s1gned by a maJor- ) etc•) aft~r·winnihg an ·erection:• • ." •· 1 
lature, .called by Governor-Edmund G~ Ln ity of -workers.:.· :_;:-·:_ _ ' c~ ~.arm l~por ~.tnions c~an carr~_-on a···,~ 
:·:rerry"Br:ovm,· Jr.• :'Th~ United Fa;t'm. ·S; :. --· ' ··~·i-> · <·: ;:;····. · .. · ·· ll.ml.ted_,_ consUl!ler "Don't Shop at·- ·. ~ 
:: i'/ork7;t:.s of .fu!!.erica reqlJ:es-te.d, ,1~~ . :" :·~...-i . 4~ l:f· .a Vall.~.petl. tJ,.Plli l.$ f~l.ed ',' > J~w:~.l II. campaigl) .. ( ~-e~l,:.ets i~~ ~-~~%}-.; ,(.' .\ 
;; specJ:aJ. sess1on s.o that electl.ons can· " then. the Board :mus,t hold an electl.on: · • vers!ltJ.onJ untl.l they lose an elec- ·.····-~ 
'>be ~:neid this y-ear. '!:Jn'per california •·~ within ,7 day:;;._, .I:f-'wor)Se~s- are on_ · · t~o1;1. ,or '\'lhti;r:another'uni6n wlns·_·an ·:· ·, 
~:law·;. a bill passed. durln&:a spec~al :. _g · strik~ ·.~ind.;pet,it~·<?Jl<~or an. e_lec"t!io~ elect~or1~:· ::~- ·· _:·.;<. • , ·,:: . ·· 1: ,. ';~ 
· SE!SSl.On of the legJ,.slature. goes .J.n"to., , then .Jhe- B?ar~ _w~ll. try, -to. hold. ~L . d)_._There ],.S ·no·restJ;'l.ct:Lon_ on the.. ·· 
:eff~ct.91 days after finallegis;I.a~ .. , . , elect_J..on;;_wl.thJ,.n .Jt8 ho';IrS1• .·-If. there .. product boyco;tt ("Please-_do~'t buy· 
c t"ive .action. The California farm la- · 'ch .. are. thp~e or mot:~ chol.ces on -the ballot non-UFW gi'apes1 head- lettuce or 1 - >·" . 
-; bor oil,l passed' on ,May 29 and wilL _· . I .· (e.g~, ·UF\!, ·TE!amS~er~;. N:o Union): 'and . Gallo V[inesi") J th:ere is· no res- . ' 
·become la!N··ori August 28, 1975· · This none I'e?el.ves a maJorl. ty vote! t,hen tr~ci;ion; _·on har:v~st~"t!imEf· strikes~.; · , 
parts of. the grape and l.ettu.ce indus-.. . · .. _ .· - ... . ... , . . , 8! The bargaining unit for elections ~ 
, fall there can be e·lections in :dn.ajor -~ · there wl.ll be a run-off elect~ on. · · · · · · · · · · .· · · ..
try and ·perhaps in othei" crops that · 5·, W?rJ:er~. c-an _Pe~l.tl.O~ t? hold. an , and collective ~argaining ."shall be . 
·.have_· peak· seasons after August 28 . elecbon t __ ,o decertJ,.fy · __ a un __ 1on _that has all · agricU:l tural e!ll:P'J,oyees of -en em""··. ·, ·_· 
: 1975... . · ·. ' .· .. a contract ;with; their el!lpl·oyerr. the ployer•·'' Construetion·\vorke·rs and '· . 
·· ·• · · 1 fact· that a cont-ra:c.t ex~·ated 'PrJ. or_ · . ·.others :who ·.are -~oV~reQ .. ·.n·~ · b~ .. th~· .. ,,NtR·~ .. : ·. 
B, 0_ vc_··· OTT CONTINUES ~. to the effective date Of the Act is - . are ex;~luded from the California Ac't.' : .. 
~ not a bar to such an ~lection-:· ·· 
<The bbycott- of non-::UFW grapes• head - ·_ . however _an existing qontract~ that is . · .. The UFW ·Will be pre-paring ior··'elec~ '>_ . 
lettuce, arrd Gallo w::i,nes continue~ be~·- "otherwise lawfully ·entered into . · tions in C8lifornia this fali arid : · 
, cause election-s are orlly ohe s1;ep - · and enforceable under the laws· of · next year.· · The' Tea!JI•sters will· ha:V.e 
,, tow,ard victory. · Farm Work'er.s are ., · California'' will nOt< "be·· voided~ until ' to decide \vhethet they want to,. ' . ~ · ~ 
seeking a measure of dignity '•'2!nd ' ) ' an election: i's held and a new union. ' . ' -stay . in this battle and ,face ·t'he •, ' , 
·· justice ~hrough"the strengit;h of .their . certified by' the Board. . · · · · · will of the workers. Those grow-ers· ''> 
.0: own union. In order to build. that " who s:till do no1; want to deal with an". 
-~ union they niust win elections and -· 6. Economic stri"kers ."can' vote in . . ..\ndigenons .farm· workers"· \mion will"!''. 
~,negotiate e.ffective contracts. Farm. ·· .elections und,er groun:d--rules establish- be looking for ·ways to use the 1avi to . 
• :o workers know ·from their own hard ed _by -th_e A¢t:.arid by the .. :Board .. • · · · · fight. "the. UFW ~--- (There. are plenty :of· !, 
. · experience that winning elections do~s · lawyers who ·~ar.e. experts in using· lab'or · 
, not guaran:tee that a good contract 7 • ·The· ·Acf defines :Certain'unl'air.·la- rel~t~ons .laws to fight' union~·. -• Arl:a ·.. ; 
'i will: be. signed.; No law can guarantee bor practices inclUding·l -refusd t.o , . the hJ.stox-y Of- the. NI.RA 'i.s full.of ' . 
< strong contracts.·, If the UFYI,:loses -·. bargain. _in good faith_; _coerCion or in.:. e~ample~ ·o~ employers, who go th,:.ougn • · 
·.the elections; the .boycott will be ·• .. ~iinidation of. workers ; .. discr1minat1ona · ·. ~he motl.on~ of ~'good f~i th bargairi-, . 
:, terminated immediatel;y •. _ Otherwise _ .setting up company unions, etc. · · . l.~g" without any.~n.t~ntion of dealin:.!( 
;: 'the boyiott :of n6n~UFW 'grapes and, head lncluded in' Upfair labor -practices are Wl. th the· most basJ:c l.Ssues involved . 
1 lettuce and Gallo wines wil1 continue .. the folloW-ing restrictions on· the sec- •in a va:fid, ~o1l~c~ive ~bargaining ·ag.ree-
,_ until elections are WOn and strong, . ondary boycott I . , . . . . . ment •) . · · . · . · ·· •· .-, 
·" contracts are signed. · · , .. · .. 
:? • ~ . ' :. ' ~ 
~.? .:· : - - ... - . c _I . • . 
~- The new ·ca.Iiforn<ia -l'aW ·is called .. 
:. the Alatorre..;z-ehovich~Dt.inlap..:.B~rman 
; Agricultural L·abor -Relations :Act of.· 
< 191.5 Cii.~reih ·referred .to as the. Act . 
:~·or . the California. Act. ) . It was . enacted 
A-GENT:-. Q.-f SAVAK EXPOSED-!· _. 
MASSUD ·.SADJADIAN: int'cl' law ."ti-e·cause thE'! UF\1 struggle _ ·· . · 
thrust 'th~ need~ of f'arm workers in •' 
the .fore'front. of legislative prior:.. · · · · · · · . c .t:~.~ ·Qo~p d'.etat __ overt~<!~ing )Jona~· ~. 
. , . \ ··. deg's JUl,t1c;malist government;_·_ and ··.2.'). :; 1t~~~:in.Cal~.:f'9~~-· , .:Liquo~ .stqr~s~: .. ·-
chaJ.n ·.s.tores . growers • retal.:~ .· · ·· ···· · · 
cle_~~~;::~~~·!fn,qtk,~£$f/''~~~~J'"gi~ua' ·ip),~_s~ . 
ali_ were ·c:a:J,J;ing Jor .f~!n 'l_ab<:>;r. legis;..· 
latiori.·. G_ov~_ Brown gave' aggressivE'!.; · 
e,ffecti"{e 1_e'ader~hip ,i~, dev~loping' a 
_bl.ll tha:t mm.tY d1yers.e. groups. . .. 
supported ari_p. that· contain~ ·alm_ost 
·· ,_ .. " politici~i.~ t.he n.~seis.,·or: Ir.aniarl 'stu~ :: 
,,;.~; " -~,:-~.~\ .·: dents ab~~f~•'~,:·. '.,:':· :;·_··~:~:~ < ··- -~:·· ':;' -~ 
. f~ 
··· · .. This ·a~t:ivHY. -~ 'th$ :l)a.ri<of :t~s.4. · Y 
const.i tutes .a·_ material threat· to the_· .. 
Shah's r~gime~ __ .·.The~ Shah ·ha.s 'declare·d · 
I.S.A. an ili.gal organhatlona ·ad-cord-
.-..•. all of the key ingredients· of 'the ·. 
:~. origin,al UFW bill ( AB-1, Alatorre) • 
. ·-MAJOR-PR()VISION.SOF ,THE ACT 
1. :The'. Act ·~:~tablfshes. a S-~Pers:on.. ' ~-· 
.Agricultural La~bo'r RelaticmsBoard, 
· appointed by the Governor with the.· .. -. 1 · 
·· advice and consent of the 'senate~ .· 
;\ The Board wili hold electi<:>ns in 
~ agriculture-,. certify'results of elec-
tions, en~orce the provisiops of 'the , · 
- lawl . appoint --a; General Counsel (to be·: 
~'ii confi:rtl).ed•·py' the Senate), estab.lish · · : 
. field, offic.es:, and 'in other ways . • . . ; 
imp:lenient· 'the Act. · : ·· · ·· · · · · ·· · · 
•-Amnesty International. doe.sn 't :gener.:. . 
ally issue~ 'league. tables of th:Ose coun .. · 
tries which,' from . our world wide re- -· . 
·search and legal work-e appear to be ' 
the·worst offenders in violating basic 
human-righter but in.any such list, 
>Whether ' ot torture•, -of executi.on after 
shamtr~als, or of extensive political 
lmpri$oninent, Iran would be a world 
leader.• .· · . _, : · __ . ·- .· .. 
/ 
';..~David Simpson . . . 
Director .. of' Amnesty Inter-.. 
11ational ,. Bri tlsh ··Section, 
f~om. Tne· ~. Feb. ·13, · 
. ·1.97.5 .. ' ---·~ . ; . ·• _.· . 
~·:. -. . '• . - -
~· qr~V!erf:i ·~~-unions· 9annot sign ';'he Ir~i~ S~ud~nt ,.~spci'-1;ion .. (J.S.A.). 
contracts unie·ss .. a uni'on 'i·s c'erti- 1s an an·t-1~oeimper1al1st, democratic, · · · 
• --- -- · -·· "1{. -·- · • · • · · ····· · · · · open orga,ni;ation of li'ariian Students . 
,f1ed byte B•oard·as-the·represeritative _abro_a __ d.-_ .. cT_ he Dla.in ta·si-__ ·_0 f·. 1-.-·s.A·. ar"ea·· . ,, of the workers·. ' Cet'tification cart be . .. .. 
gained· only through secret ballot . . 1.) exposing the" brutal ,and" oppressive 
. . - .( . .. .. - · - -- . - ). · regime· oi' __ t~e 'sh~ o'f· -rran,. WhO wa$ 
,...e""l_e_c_t ... i'!"'o_n_s_· .... n'!"'·_o_· r~e·c·o-·gp_· .. i·t-i-o
011
ri1101al ___ s_t_r_J.,.lt.;.;,e_$ ...... -• .. · ·...;;..;br,.o_ug..;;· ;.h.;;.t;;,...;;b;.;a;.;c.;,i)c;.,·~~.;,o;.;· p~o.;;.we;;,;.· r .:in 1953 arter a 
5 SUilll .BQJ· U... ·· 
.... ,._. 
--.:··· 
-._::>- ·'& -Guitar-
~\ ' . . 
· ... N &Used . . . -· ew_. -.-- --
Fender'Thle·&·Stratocasters,-
Basses,··Gibson· LeSPauis~-­
antt: E_Iect;ric Pianos_-
. . ... ' . 
s~strhig- barifos 
A.tJtonarps~ ___ ·_ -_-- ~ 
. ~l_~(::tric piaoo~.,. 
I Harmonicas. -· · 
'Dulcirner-·klts,·. 
,. 
. : . . 
· .. 
ing to -the •1a.w" ,>members Cif z.·s~A. . : 
will be sentencec1 to .. J•lQ years in PJ:'i.- .. 
,son when they return t.o Iran~ .< ·· ·. . . -· 
Ailo'the·r of the sh&h1s "fS:vor.ite ,'t;Jlct1aa 
is to s~n~ SAVAK (Irani:ln secret po,.. · · 
lice) agen:ts to I.;S.A.-· chapters in or;.. 
. der :to get j,r'lform1l,ti_on and ret~d the. 
growth ~ o~. new c))aptEtr~. pur.irig the . . · 
last week of lJ1&¥, _'three ~VAK agen.t:s 
were expose4• one.~t_ Pur4ue ,U~iver'sity_. 
one in Chicago, at:ld one .in Normal.· ._· · · 
Massud_.Sadjadillfl,_. student ·in politic~l~ 
science at Io~ •. u. l!J a SAVAJ( agent~ ·_ -· 
The .one exposed in .Chic~o• Reza, · is '.·. 
his .nephew• The ch,arges: ~ail'lSt ~hue_ 
tra1 tors_ we_:re _br9ught after de1;ailed ·_ ;·· 
and careful examination' of·· the'' facts' · ' 
by I .S.A;, 's u.s .•. seQre_tariat •.. On .Sun..;.. 
day, May '25, ·197.5, the secretariat •or · · . 
the Chica&o I_.s.A. ·make the· existence ; 
of thes~ traitors knoym. · · ·· 
' . . .. . . ' -· ·.~ 
MassU:d and Reza are· traitors· to-the·: .. •\· 
masses of Iran and the world.·_ Just in 
th! .· las~ two Yleeks of. ·May,·, 29· politic.fll 
pr1soners were tortured to death in: · 
Iran by SA,VAK• There JS,o.oo to 40;ooo. 
political_ prisoners in Iran,· and 200 . 
revolutionaries have been executed. itt.'. 
:the last two years._ · · · · · ·' 
·Ac-cording to the SundaY Ti~es. :J~. 19, 
1975, "prisoher$ have been subject. to 
psychological and physical torturet · ... 1 
thiS ~ncludes being forced to watch-~· 
thetr children savag_ely iiiistreate.d,; · : 
•I found it so. Unbearable, • one liian -_·. 
reported, 'that l wished I had a~knif~ 
so that I co~ld kill my. son IDY'self ra;;.. 
ther than S4!e him. suf_fel;' ·like that • • io .· 
W$ urge ·all .. tM anti-imperialist,. p%,'~-:-­
gressi ve people to expose Mas sud· and · ·-· 
~eza and_prevent·their pz\e$enee in.any 
political meeti%• . · · 
WE W:ANT SAVAK AGE~'l'S OUT OF. I.S.U~ 
Support the just strUggle of Iranian\ · 
people for freedom and democracy. · 
Down with the Shah. 
--:tranian.Student.Associati6n 
_. - LAN:·DLORD: EX,POSED-, 
Jeanette and Hoger, two tenants· in a' - · · · · · - · 
·large house at the· corner .of Grove s.nd re_spoJ;lded, 11 would_ yol.l fu~~-::'me"J~~ the~ at fou~·· in: the ~l?r"'ning: ~d_-~visited hiin 
McLean,_ contacted the · .Post-Amerikan in rent? 11 -?he- emphahc~lly s~ud,. ~· N~ 1.'! , . -- at the aa.rr.e1~. acn.lse·· Bar th¢ next day •. 
··,: 
. mid-JWie. Robert J. :Dalley owns the Jeanette told the Pes,t t.natk,_sp.e 1s .. e.x~ BaileY, J;hreatelled to .. hit:.Q.im.,:-::t>w~ .. de-. 
hol.lS'e and ~Charles Lanham llmanages" it. Lt'\ tremely angry that liiEJ,iley.~t--~i,ed,.~o:~U.S.e '"" _,Q.ided.".ng;tJ;q. --, ... "" _ ·_· ... · ····_ • ---~ · · ::=: 
Tenants, • · complaint.s . range··. from:: viol~.::· S:; his J_mowl~dge_· qf. ~~r. fin~c1a1· sJ. tua7' . A~o~ner :t:en,a.nt told the post:..Amerikan 
~ions ol' Blgomi;ngton· Ho~si~ codes ;to·; ,...... tio~;:Cshe- is <?n .PU~li:c .• A~d) .to exp~ol.t"'- ·. that'·no . -~thdows have. locks, and tnat · _ 
_ J)ersQl_lal e;]tplo~tatiQn ~d h~glect by ' ... her• :,S?e also ~re~ked~, that ,~jailey had many win4ow~ are w_ithout screens.:_ ·-
Bailey~-· ~- ···•· · · . · ··. . . ·• · ·:·'~ ~asked one· of her in&le friends_ if he was · ... _ ·· .... ·: .. :: . ·. _ ·. , ;~·· · .· .. ·-r;· · ... 
She told us that her toilet began ::::» her lover. .- · - · _ The tenants also. complain that L&n:hain 
leaking .in ·october, ·1974. She couldn 1·t ....., - is ridiculously: hard 'to contact, and'- - / 
reach apartment. mana,8er L&nha.m, ·so she consideration for the tenan_ts- ilf·not Bailey_ often must be· called four or · 
c~led' Bailey .. He agr-eed to fix it. A 1 one of Bailey's virtues. The li~hts . five -ti~es before he will repair any~-
mo}ith later, ·the t_oilet .was .still leak- ~ in the hallways and ~taircase d9 not t_hi.ng. The Po·st exper~enced a little 
_ing~ and :.sai.ley had done nothing about 1 work, forcing t_enants to. creep careful- of their frustration firsthand when .. 
~h ·Jeanette ·called again :8nd Bailey · ly upst~irs at night. The landlord· trying to rea~h -Lanham. we· called Lan- -
p~omised: to get someone to.fix the. ·1 promised to·paint .the house, furnish. ham at hj,s number at eight ~n the.eve ... 
~oilet. But the promise amounted to' . ·washers and dryers in the basement, · . ·ning-' ·and were told to call him at the. 
no,thirig. She ca:lleci Wilbur,Voss,. a: ·· carpet Jeanette's :room, and provide· ~~rel House Bar .&nd D~li~ whi.ch oailey 
.Bl:oomipgton housing .inspector~ .. to get - essenti$1 rePf!Lirs in the_ house.· None JU~t opened. Calling his number. again 
S()me .results • .voss foUild the_ toilet . 1 ·of these promJ.Ses have been kept. _ at eleven _the next morning, we were 
C9!11Plaint :legitim~te and Bailey>late~ ~ The/second tenant, -_Roger, complained told that ·he_ could be reacheq.· at that 
f~x,ed it •. (See adJoining ~:~tory en . . _ ·about his front. door lock in october, home nwnber a_fter five, which experi-
Vos.s and Bloomington ~it.z.__o:ffioi_als.·) .· 1974,; Unable to reach the apartment _ ence· had .alresdy dis.proved·. so we - \ 
Wben she had first moved into the_ ·· . manager, he called Bailey 'and asked gave up;; · · . - ' · · 
apartmep.t, Jeanette had noticed that· ··for a new loc~ •. The· lock was finally In winter of_ ·1974, three apartment!\~ on. 
Bailey: had nQt made promi.se!i repairs , instal!,.ed, but. was ·broken again in . ·the second fl~or were sharil'lg the same 
on: th~ look. She slept• with ~ ;rock __ .,: .;. ' _ !'t~Y· This time ·B~iley- refused to do .. · -. '!Jathroom. Those .aP.artments ar_en 1 t being, 
and a hamiller by her bedside fo~ a week anything about it. Roger finally called rented now.-; __ 'Qy,t o:qe rQom on :the s.econd · 
for fear of being att,acked. .Bloomington Gun, had a lo.ck ins·t3lled., · f~oor is fi_lled with trash and litt'ered 
she a!'so· showed the reporter~ne f-ire 
8.!ld sent the _bill t_o Bailey. · . w1th debr~s from a rotting ceiling.-
escape on the second floor, which was . At. another time, the shower· above +ronically:, the t~:ri8.ntsi frite;x:y~~w:ed;._·,. : 
·nailed. shut. It is no lbriger nailed . his apartment was -leaking, -providing t_old the ,Eost-Amerikan ·that :sangy:c~ 
shut. ' · · · · Hoger's roollfiiiate with .an unexpected·-·- said he ·was· doing the tenants a favor · 
B·etween Fe~rual!y·and. March:of·t:hi.s soaking one evening.-Bail_ey came by to by pro·vidi:r;:tg them._w:\.th a·pl~oeto·:- :. ,. 
yea:r., Jeanette ~ked ·Bailey if it ·would "fix". it, but_ the repair ·last-ed only liv·e •. SqrelY.~ Bailey _and hi's wifiF 
be all right-to be a couple weeks late.· a.moneh. In his disgUst ·at the'second· dori'thave to_·worryabout the'ir own~-
onrent. According· to Jeanet~e, Bailey -·_leak,_ Hogeris roommate··called Bailey· hom_e f~_p_ng:;apart: ·_ ·, .... 
-_ THE -CITY·. RESPON~SE -
-.:The Grov.e st. te:nants certainly had -the city attorney. Bowers. promlsed to· · .. 
_.a case to !!lake against Robert Bailey• s give us the information the next day. ~ussed the 'matter. Stanczak i-s opinfon 
· - mismanagement of a bu_ilding where Bowers cl,aimed. that he had no knowledge. wa~ that --the file could be seen, ,:but 
people live. Immediately,_ questions about the secret· classificatiOn of _ not until :~e notified ~ilbur VO,ss. · · ·. 
came to J!lind about Bailey's iz:1tentions housing _inspection r.eports. . . · When we pressed S~anc~ak for. permil:l-
f:Uld connections in· town• · In the last. The next day, the :..Post :spoke with David sion to see the fJ.le tnat afternoon, 
two years, \·Rober~ and Mat"y. Ann Bailey . Stanczak, Bloomington• s .corporation 'h? replied that he has to_ honor 11 the. 
_hav:e purchased :at' least eleven build-· Counsel. Stanczak admitted- that he dJ.scretion of otner city employees" . 
. 'ings in town. Court· records show the.· hadn,~t checked-into our query, -~d-that and that the . .Post w·ould have to' wait __ 
. Baileys mortgaged for :$280,000. The he would call back at .):00 .P.':1.. . ·... to see th_e 1'11-e~ · · - · · . 
. :financing-has· been diverse, ind-icat- Having received no call-, ttie ~- The .fQ§1-Amerikan will have gone to ,_ · >. 
·. ing that Bail'ey is widely truste!i for called back and discovered that Stan- press by the time we see the inspection-
·. :the,money. · · czak", Bowers, and Donald. Tjaden -(Ur- report, but there will be a follow~ 
])o Bailey's connections iriclud~ th~-.; ban· Direct ) had met ~and dis,.. up next l!lOnth. 
Dept. of Urban Renewal and other city 
officials? The :Post..,;Ainerikan is riot· 
··sure, but we '1:!. give our· readers· what 
-we have uncovered -·to date. · · . . . · 
.· According_to the· G~ove st; -tenant~; 
Wilbur Voss~. a city • hou$irl.e;, inspect,:.· 
or, r~sponded to their_ compJ.aints ·hy 
check~ng out the house in the middle 
of November 1974. · The_, tenants claim- . 
e13: t.hat Voss :t:ound a i:egi timate toilet 
co¢plaint-, exposed copper wiring in · 
the parts of .the house, and'discovered 
· o_ther infractions of , the_. citY · codes. rle 
. a~ so allegedly said tha. t a ge·neral in--
_ spection would .. follow 'soon.· V9ss- appar-
?ntly drafte!i a letter to .f:3ailey and . 
1nf'ormed him of the situation·.· 'l'he· 
-.Post-Amerikart also learned-that the 
· fol~ow..:.up Voss ·prom-ised ne·ver came •. 
The Post:-AI:nerik;an visited. voss on~ june 
1:9 to leat"l'f what he fou;nd during the . 
N_ov.ember inspection.; '.·All :w'e rea:(.ly- · · 
£~S+rJ,ed was '!;hat Voss. alJ; but ~forgot 
h~s own name.· : · · · -· · 
~ Post 1_ ·_ When did you last" inspect the . 
·prop~rty at. 420 E •. Grove o'Wned_ by · 
_ R'o'bert Bailey'? · •· ._· . . ... 
, Ys!.!!:•- - (no_ answer) · 
· .f2.!1a· \.fha:t; did y()u find _upon inspect:..· 
·. ing the--: property?:· · -_ .... _ · · · ·:: - , . 
. Vo.ssa• I don't think I.· shpulif b~-t-ell;;. . 
. -lng you _this.r.wouldn':t everi_give 
_this .infor•tion to the ·Pantagraph• 
~· : \Yh$-t" kJnd ··or op~unicatic;>n did .. 
•· you m~~<".ith B~ley? • :· ·_ ..• __ ·· . : · '· _ 
· v·oss • The ·landlord said 1 "The ·tenants 
•· never proved they had· contacted me." 
· Posta: Are ·you aware tha-t;··fire escap'es. 
· on the •second • ,floor_ we-re nailed shut . 
at the time? - · · . . .· .. 
, Voss a We .have nothing in our bodes .. 
.. ·· 
abol.lt :fire- es.capes--that's the Fire 
._ · Oepartm~nt's CQncern' •. : ·The last_ time, 
-.I Waa·:t~e·re-··thEt' fire-~·8·S~ap·es- wer8 ~pe·n. _,· . 
. :Voss .became more and more uneasy as 
tha.oc.Post _ as~ed other ques~i'ons abput 
the 'insped:tiion,; re;PoZ.:t-, ,·anct' he :s}J.id bel'-
ligerently, '.',The i.nformation on· h'ous:.. · 
ing inspect~ons af's 'riot,~ mat~-~t of: •;. 
pu~l-~G -~eco;rid. i~. gq to .my sl.lperio:rs- if . 
. _ you 'want 'them. !' Voss sdl:d. -tnat ·~when he 
•- was. hired h~ !'lad, -to .~:~,gree not to' gi.ve 
out hQusing··~·fnSPect·ion informati-on.. ~· ·· -~~ · 
.aut 'l'le refused to ten .. tri&~J:'oce·t..:.Ame'ri_:' 
kan who gave him these in~tructions.,.:, -~ 
Voss• defensive- attitude Prompted the 
~ to check-with the city•~ legal 
department. we contacted ?axton .oowers. 
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BlACK BQX,-STANO~UP REVISITED 
< ' 
Post-Note: When PO'st ... Alllerikan:repor-
ters check .out w~ential stories, we . 
inevi tabiy. run across more · allegat.ions 
.regarding .sheriff· King. · Lately, when 
we ·have . been introduced 'to ·former . 
cpunty> jail ·inmates,· most ,have pre-
ferred to have their name$ changed 
because of .. fears of reprisals by . 
either King or the. sheriff's de.puties 
involved. This installment is no 
different in .the continuing.saga of 
. Sheriff King. · · 
--... ------~-~--~--- ... -~- ... ---- ... ----
Charles·· was -r:>laced in the County Jail 
for 47',days in November.,.December <1971--- · 
on a charge a·f· delivery of a controlled 
substanceto.tindercover narcotics 
agents, ••.. A~.~;:t:i.me ,when inmates were 
not confiried'to their. cells, Charles 
was visited by two other inmates in 
the momingwho brandis~ed a mor!ling 
edition of the Pantagraph. The story 
, they show.ed _Charles was. about the. rape · · 
of a woman Charles was engaged to at 
the time. ·They also toldCharles that 
. the man was· incarcerated in the jail; 
recently' 'and showed him where the. man 
could. be-found. Charles immediately 
went' to the cell and .confronted .the 
alleged rapist; whoGharles.claimed 
had scratch marks on his neck and. 
chest.- . .Beside himself with anger, · 
Charles·threatened the man, but.the 
other two inmates who accompanied him 
suggested that· Charles cool off and .. 
p:).ay a game ·of pinnochle •. Charles 
returned to his cell. 
After playing pinnochle for a while, 
the two men left Charles, went to the 
alleged:rapist•s cell, and beat the 
.man until he was reduced to_ Pl;llP, 
~;t:tstatnj;ng·internal injuries ... ;:.charle,s.,· 
not ::;atisfied with. doing nothing about. 
the man, went to the accused rapist•s 
cell and discovered him in bad condi-
tion. . The two men responsible ·for the 
beating:had ·left ·.the. scene just a. few· 
minutes before Charle.s. arrived at. ·the· 
injured. :man • s ce:l.i. Charles. immedi~ 
ately·:yelled for a guard •. In the .en-
suing· minutes, Sheriff· King had. called 
an ambulance, and Charles found him-
s'elf hauled into the bullpen because 
ci. r.cu·m· stances incrimin~ted him' for the · 
. beattng •. · (~pparently. the aLleged · 
, rapist told .dep;uties who was respon- ~ 
si'ble; .for b~ating him because the two 
' ,men whq :did were already in the black 
1 oox.) · · · 1 · 
', ': ·. ·, ', 
MIND GAMES 
It was. U:nclear:.whether.King knew what 
· WJl!3 going;,on,':but he di.dn't seem sat-' 
isfied that two men.were in the black 
box for: the beating.' ·In the "bullpen" 
~ihg told, Criarle~ to ·confess 'to the . 
; :,beating,, sugge~:t:;ing ',_in the ·same breath 
· 'that assault 8J:id batt·ery charges would 
be. 'filed if no confession was made • 
. Charles .refused to .confess, and King 
left~· for 'the black .box. · 
' ' -· 
Taki-ng the .two me:n. who were responsi--
. ble-·for t:he beating out of the black 
b.Qx, ··King·, told them· that Charles had 
told him · that · they :·had committed the 
beating (which Charles had !!Q1 told 
him). Then King placed the two in 
the black box again. Returning to 
trie bullpen~ .King attempted to con-
clude the mind game played against 
· .the three men. King told Charles 
that the men in the· black box had 
~mplicated Charles ,in. the beating_~ 
.. ·when Charle.s retused, King had. him 
placed in the black box with the 
other 'tWQ•.· . . 
Expec,ti.ng a t:),.ght ~etween Charles. and · 
the .two· meri, King left the three for 
a 41 pleasant 11 week-l.ong stay"in the 
.black -box. Charles knew what to ex.:. 
pect immedi~tely. Appealing to the 
two others and telling them what he 
·knew, King's attempts at ·manipulation 
failed, and a tense'scenecooled 
quickly. It is interesting .to note 
that King filed no charges against 
any of the men-'-he meted out their 
punishment according to his own 
definitions of' tpe law. 
i . ~ 
Aqcording to Charles, 'about 15 to 20 
minutes after the.three were reunited 
in the black. box, all .t,hr~ae were're-
moved and. placed·in the st;andup. cell~ 
· In the morning, all three were-moved · 
back·into the·_black box. They were 
only wearing ooJmty jail overalls· and 
were not permit ted to wear any shoes 
and.socks. · (Remember· it. was mid- . 
wint;~r, and Charles claimed the black . 
box was. extremely cold, with only a 
'?oncrete floor. ) • . 
COLDEST, ROO.M IN THE HOUSE 
A frequent complaintfrom.ihniates who 
are plS,ced in the black ben, standup, 
and otner cells is that ,King and his 
deputies· neglE;'lct inmates' rieeds for · 
toile.t facilities;, ·Charles and. the' 
other two men didn't receive any ·· 
·kind of. vessel to urinate in for two 
· d~:j.ys •.. Finally, they received a #10 
tin can from'their_graoious_jailei's• 
Later, whatever heat·wnichreached 
the black box was shut. off. and win-
.._.., 
doW$ in 6tn.er. pai'tS • of \11~ .. j~i:J;:-~erEi'. ·. 
opened to.air'tihe place .. out! . cqarles 
claimed th~ cold was. unbearable, and 
no cc;msideration was given the thl'ee. 
men in the black' bo~. \)'nable to·,s,tan?-
1 t anY longer, the thr,ee: m~n told · ..• ·.· .. 
King on their seventh day 1.n th~e b~ack 
box that they 11 would ·not star-t, or~ J.n-
cite any more trquble.•" 'rhey were. 
released.to their original cells. 
On Charles 47th .day in the comity jail,. 
he was· finallY granted a court ap- .· 
pearance •.. Ti1.e St!!te! s ;t\tto~ne_y -~~.ke,d __ 
for a continuance. WhiCh WOUld have 
meant a longer ·stay .in jail; but· 
public defender Jesell pointed ou~ 
sheepishly that Charles had.b~en J.n 
the county'. jail for 47 days WJ. thout 
even :a preliminary hearing •. The j'udge 
'immediately released Charles on per-
sonal recognizance--but Ch~rles' pre-
liminary hearing· still diclil' t .mat·er.-
ialize until:~ week and~ half after 
being released. · ·· · · 
---Je~emy Timmens 
'ANOT·H·ER· P·LEA FROM 
-GAZET-TE THE. HUMOR 
This may be your· .last chance to con-
tribute to Bloomington-Normal's one 
and only intentionally humorous pub- ' 
lication, Ludicrous Situations,l&!. 
Then ag~in it· may rJ.O~ · be •.. 
~Be. th~:tk;; 'tt ·may; s'~.;,~ra~ 'erstwhYl~.· 
'members of. t-he. cartoc;>nist. s. co.-op are 
soliciting material ,and.helping hands 
for the first issue. Ifyou think you 
might be into this sort of thing, we'd 
like .to see what you can do. · 
Contributions should be mailed to the 
addre~ses below, hopefuJ:lywlth a self-
addressed envel~pe t~at we can use to 
' \ . '. 
reutun your ·material if· for so~e rea-
son or otheryour submission doesn•t 
appeal to ourwarped sense of humor. 1 . . . 
Helping hands should not~be mailed, 
. but YO'\l can c·ontact us by mail ·or 
phone. . · · · · · . . . . . . . - -
We ex;pect tc>' :Pttt' the·· periodical out 
some~~e_in. July. 
So, if you'reinterested, contact us 
at either the Post'-Amerikan ·office or 
608 E. Douglas· St. t ·Apt. 2, Bloomington, · 
or 1418. Ki~sri:dge Drive,- Normal·. .· 
Our number is 828-7026. 
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The People's Food Coop at 1004 w. 
Washington is undergoing a vast But this fast' growth also posed ·pr_ob- . 
i 't · t t · f th · lems for People's i' ood... 'l'here were .. 
to do) a great ·deal of the work could 
The food distribution on· Fridays only · not handle the workload .qf · two dis.; 
last·ed for four 'hours. It had to be tribution PQints. :i'he N~wman c~nter 
oeen good simply beca~se people do not 
know what thiS reorganization Of the 
coop >Can mean to ,them. l''ur~her; the · 
loca~ion of ~the Bee Hi•e still incon-
veniences people fro'm r:iormal and. other 
areas 'of Bloomington. 
reorgai'l ~a lOn o sa lS y e .on- simply. too· many people < joining ;too ' 
going demand for ine~pe~si ve quali_ ty -~ . . fast. ·~ The ·parHcipa·tlo~ was good;· but ~ set ~ l;lP at 2; p.m. a~~ _broken __ d~W:n. at_. ___ , .. .:_ ... . ~- - . .. _ . . Ai.s .tribut iori\ discor(tinuec;. in the, f~l~. 
-6 p.m~ .. Th~e wer.e no . facilit1es for · . of 1974 because the energy to keep two ood. ' Origlnatl'iig"'i'n January '1 2:'(2'~ ~- - the org!;Ul:lzation was insufficient to · ·· 
the coop has had to .respond to a channel this energy into functions storage of 'food that couldn't be sold distribution points· active was dimin-
number of different situations and where tbe energy was, needed.. The 
alter its form not only to effie- . function of time (there wasn • t enough) 
on Friday. This . "all or nothing ished. 
di.stribution" . on Fridays · hurt People's 
· Food. in '!leys · that members. mey not have· 
. . 
iently ·distribute _the food, but al- contributed to distribution hassles; . 
so remain in e)tistence. · get.ting orders filled correctly, hav-
realized. Food orders .from Normal fell· drastic-ally because of the. supposed inacces-
sibility of the Bee Hive. to Normal 
residents. The People!s Food truck 
was on its last leg, i¢d finally . it 
be.came tinusable. Food purchasing 
missions to-Chicago had to be called . 
off. Lynrt Allen, then PeOple's . F'ood, . 
coordinator. made arrangements ·. with 
the ·rood coop in Decatur to replace 
the food acquired from the water St. 
market in Chicago. ~ergy in People's 
Food ·decline<;!, prices rose b.ecause 
case lots were not being purchased, 
Buying Clu~s-. - . 
Ail overview. of :the si tuaUon faced 
by People's Food reveals _why the re-
organi·zatiEn. is · essential. Peopl~ 
generally have a limited realm of 
experience when it ·comes . to eating 
food: we were· all brought up in a 
society where the needs we· ·have are . 
fulfilled by "speci~listsu for con .. 
veni'ence. In this way ·, most people 
cannot see themselves as an integral 
t of the food distribution pro-
cess, and- w.idespread participation 
is · harde:r to ·get : The coop is set up _ 
on t'he scheme that members need. to . 
. commit time to others in the c~op and. 
to themselves. Having a coordinator 
r the coop · i _s ~ ~-hJ~Pretically, .~.9:t:k- ~ .· 
able:':id:ea;.-- but' in .t.he pa~:t, People • s ' 
Food co.ordinators have been. totally 
responsible f .or the ·coop._ Such re-
ibility .. tends t ·o· encourage other . 
members to become .' lax in realizing · 
their own commitments to the coop. 
· U:Ps~ .a~d:· ·-D~wns -- · · 
An Early History 
):n its 'beginnings in Bloomington- · · . 
Normal, many people were recepti-ve . to 
the idea of. a food coop • . They were 
diSsatisfied with the existing markets · 
which featured rip~off prices, lack of 
quality food, arid impersonality. This · 
This dissatisfaction led to a fast . 
of coop members •. 
ing the . right amount of food at . a 
given point of distribution, .etc. .The 
organization -simply wasn't -- developed 
to a poi~t where the immense ·volune 
of food ·could· be· distribtited .effic.-
iently at Sunnyside, Western Ave. Com-
munity Center, and the Newman Center 
in Normal. The origi~l plaq soon . 
.became outmoded. · ·· 
As time passed, and the inefficiencies 
of distrioution became · to be apparent, 
the Newman .tenter became ·the mafn · 
· 'distribution point. People began tc;i . .. _ 
drop out of active membership iJ?. the 
coop • . Pressures on the· few 'who could 
spend more time than, others in coop.·:· · 
··:f.unctions.,--gz;-ew:. more . s .teadily., and ___ . ~ . 
clear-cut r"esponsi bili ties for members 
pecame ~ess defined. 
Operation: · 
Newman-. Cente_r·: 
The ' Newman Center-, as a · site . for. dis-. 
tributing. food, was good for. a once a 
week operation. As food distri:bution 
became centralized there, participation 
.. became . more ·on and off among members. 
· But. ·because of the physi.cal set-up at 
the Newman -Center, when the volume be-
came too great. there ·was - congestion 
and overcrowding during the bagging 
and pick-up of food. · · 
Distributing -all the.-food -' on Fridays. 
hurt the buying poten.tial for People's . 
Food and i t .s members. Depending on . 
what was ordered, .it was . not always 
· possible to · buy case -lots . WhiCh re-
SUlted in more ~av:ings for mymbers •. 
Instead, . People's Foo~ often had. to · 
buy odd lots which cost more and 
forced People's Food to price cqm-
modi ties equal to that: of many · retail . 
grocery stores • . The four )'lourdistri-
bution ·on ·Fridays also hurt in that a 
number · o f ·persons who cou;l.d partie,.. 
ipate were limited. · · 
Transitions .. ..- -- ---- .. -· ... ··· - --· ··. -- - -- ~~ -
The need , ror a place to stor·e f~od qe_: · 
came more and .more apparent. The Bee 
Hive .at 1 oo4. w';: Hashington, was .. acqui- · 
~ed in May 197J . . for that~ purpose; • . j,~J.l·P~ 
coop members couldn't decide among 
themselves: whether acquiring the Bee ... 
Hive· was: a wise.: decision. ·,. A split . · 
developed between . the -members ; . those . 
who wanted to .centralize -the ~coop with . 
storage. potential.;. those who wanted to 
keep the ·f'ood distribution operat.ion .. 
as it was; and those from Normal who 
couldn 1 t .·relate to ·a . west-side Bloom-
ington base . for ~eo.ple •·s Food. 
Food was· _still being distributed from 
the Newma,.n Genter. tiut· the split 
among· members began to take its toll • . 
Organizers who did '(and· w!'lre forced 
'JUVEni.LE 
and orders fell off drastically. · 
~eorganization · 
Some new things are being tried at. 
tne · Bee- H:l:-v.e :-now-.- -I·t is .no.w:_open.-.~~ _ 
a storefro'nt .. in addition to handling 
weekly orders from. the. cqop.: ·rhe 
hours ··are .'designed to·. make . the store-
f·ront ·nitire" accessible ·.to people. 
. , . 
This. ·consolidation· and · ch versi ty in 
food 'distri.bution he1ps to free coo.p 
·members from being bunched up _for two 
hours .at" a ,·_time. · food orders- can . be . 
placed at _any time and is not limited 
to two .days of phone ,order-taking. 
The-summertime reorganization has not~ 
been without its pitfalls; ho_wever. 
Many people are gardening this year, . 
so fresh produce is not so much· in de-
mand. The community response ha;> not 
conTinue 
To effectively deal with the incon-
venience of the Bee Hive's location, 
it has. been suggested that persons who 
are interested in' eating food at a low 
cost group together and ·. form buying 
clubs. Such · an arrangement. would in-
sure the practicality of buying low-
cost case lots and the Bee Hive could 
effectively function as a warehouse. . . 
Neighbors on Bloomington's east side, 
Normal, or other .distant points in . 
Bloomington can organize themselves · 
into buying club uriits -of four to'five · 
people . or families. ·They can ~esig,.. 
·nat:e ·a · buyer-~for -each-week ·anQ. __ l!hen 
rotate the chore among themselves. 
The beyer · could.simply phon,e in ·an 
overall food order, · pickup the food; 
and dlstribute the food ·among buying 
club members in her/hiS: ·neighborhood. 
Buyirig' clubs will offer the advantage 
of bringing neighbors closer together 
.and allowing thein to dire~tly partic-
ipate in the · function of getting: low.;.. 
cost ·quality food. The . time required 
for this operation amo.unts to no more . 
than wnat is spent in a.supermarket. 
. . . 
·· If you are .interested iri forming a 
_· neighborhood buying club, contact .. 
People 1 s Food at 828-J9.22 or 82b.,.09!+.5. 
t!JiuV/Ir; u~ PosT~ 
DE u vtRED :ro yovR . r In a move suppor-ted by all state senators ~rom Cent~al l~li~ nois ' the Illinois Senate sent to vov. walKer's desK a 0111 
. which - cr.eates a new - 1.5-member · juveriile··delinquency . :PreVen.r.;ja 
. juvenile file, a data bank containing nau1es of juvenile of-
fenders througJ:lout the state. J..aw e~forcement_ offici.als 
stat·ew-ide, ·- led by i'lcLean County· ,Sherl:ff Jonn K.1:ng, ·nave· , ~ , , -· 
pushed for the oill. · . · BY. AN pooR . ~ - · . . . 
·-AGENT o/ b?e . U.S. 
GOVERNMENT ! 
~~ ~)· . ,/.... . 
lfl - \ 1· \ . ·. · 
Su&ScRiBE-! 
· ·~~ •.. ~~ 
............ 
tion commission. · · 
The action took place· June 19, and the .Senate passed tne 
measure 46-9 after a short debate. 
Widespread criticism of the 'juvenile file, mostly ~dealine~ . 
with the constftut·ional issue .of invasion of -privacy,, was 
mostly. ignored by the Springfield legislators. · 
. Possibilities for viol.ation of consti tuUonal rignts ari.se 
·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, . from the structure of the Youtb ¥ile itself. · It provides 
•• for storing information on youths who have nad contact ~l: _tn 
-An important part of the _bill involve~; tne extension bf tne 
j_poetrgj 
We venture 
a .little too quickly 
~ into each other 
t .hen only · to cling to warmth--
here being the only place to find 
·security. · · 
We are too afraid of the unknown 
too afraid of - th~ independence we desire 
too afraid 
of everything 
and it is true--
no matter how much .we say we can do it alone 
when that time comes 
we .shy away from it 
-and cling even harcier 
begging not to let go.,. 
don't take ·your arms away--and th~n 
as quickly as you· 
reached out 
· you are· gone:• 
Virginia 
A SUMMER POEM 
QUEEN ANNE'S LQVE 
'a police officer, whether or not that contact resulted 1n 
arrest or conviction. And, according to one study done at 
Northwestern University, no clear mechanism has ·been adopted 
to inform persons· whose names are _ on file how their "records 
can be expurgated. · 
Others are concerned with the future posed by the continu-
ance of this questionable bill. Alan Spear of the i'i c.Lean . 
County Youth Services Agency has suggested that ·already ex-
isting state agencies can·more effectively deal wi tn tne 
Problems posed by "juvenile delinquency" _than :can Ci . orand-
new bureaucracy which may _tend to ignore the existing . . 
mechanisms for dealing with young _people's people's proolems. 
Additionally, the Pantagraph reported tnatu-ov. walker may 
object to the new commission on the grounds that it is 
"costly and expensive." 
Laying in a field of flowers -
With the breeze :. flowing. 
· Softly off our : lake 
Making Queen . Anne's lace 
Brush against my ~ sun-burnt cheeks. 
Oh, how fragile· ·.:these flowers 
Should be·, but :;look, 
I'll pluck one · 
JULY~ 1975 
Prices ori all items at People's Food 
are potentially lower than · offered· 
right now. :Savings for commo·di·ties 
, range between 10% and. J.5~ over retail 
"grocery·-store.s.- And ·:,the dif:!count .· _ 
would improve .if the volum• of food 
'ordered and distributed would increas_e. 
·An individual's buying power is insig-
nificant· unless several individuals 
cooperate and, for example, buy a9ase 
of oranges. · The cost of each orange 
decreases with more people collective-. 
ly purchasing oranges.--and, everyone's 
buying power increas_es I · 
Membership in People's Food costs .50~ 
a month or $6.00 a year. 'l'hese fees . 
are used to build up the stock -so .. that . 
lower prices are possible. Each mem-
ber is · ~equired to spend 2 hours ·per 
month working in ·a .variety of capaci-
ties: , ·buying the food, bagging, 
bookkeeping, clean-up, and other 
functions.. Buy·ing club members also 
should recognize that they, have .a 2. . 
hour per: month commi tmerit . to· .2eople •.s 
Food • 
The whole' .history of People's Food 
has been on2 of ups·· and downs be-
cause 'ot ·i'nexperi:enced-. coor.dina.t~r.s . 
. and member.s• A cooperative system . 
of buying· is . not new · to the . country:. · 
as a whole bui; is new to the Twin 
·cities. It 1 s riew in- that: ~ it fulfills 
people's needs 'and., as a non-prqfit · 
operation, requires a .different set,.. 
up than a ·grocery · store . or super~· 
market. It . requires: commt.tment .by 
members to thei~ fellow members. ·It 
is just as much a learning process 
as an on-going oper~tion. The mis.;.. 
takes made in the past have made the 
vision for the future of People's 
Foo\i, stronger~ -To all past members; . 
reconsider what membership meant and · 
consider renewing your membership and 
partici.pation in People 1 s Food.· . 
Through cooperation there -is .. survival. 
People'~ Food.Hours: 
Mon., Tues., Thurs. --_.:.5 p.m~--9 ).m. 
Wed • .:.---------10 a.m.--2 p.m .. 
Fri. ---------- 2 p.m.-~6 p.m. 
Sun. --------- NOON --5 p.m. 
NDWOP.EN!! 
The place 
everyone, is. talking 
about 
TH.E-
MARKET 
PLACE 
S!ltD OR BRINO .'rO ••• 
Post-AmP.rikan 
·- . 
The · sky is pastel wi.th 
All of the clouds 
Breezing swif.tly-.through 
The lazy summer days •. 
. . 
The lake. is veridian 
Reflecting the trees. 
While boats float · 
While I lay with ·you in. this · 
Field of tenderness, Watching 
- The clouds whisk iby in. the 
Bright summer'.s: ::sky while 
~ · ant marches (gallantly · 
Across your · fac:e .. and onto 
·Never a Cover Charge 
Free Popcorn andGood.Music 
iol North ':itrl'!et 
Normal, Illinois . · 
- 61761 
.is $1,75 for th~ next 
.Mille 
.aaar ... 
Past basking sunners . 
And happy swimmers. 
Impatient lovers sit and 
Fiddle with anything 
Possible to make time fly 
By until their hands 
Touch again~ 
Lily 
Your chest wher-e ··the everlasting · 
Lace- rests wi tli .. dignified beauty. · 
All . the while. · I:'.lli hoping for 
.This summer to never end, 
. This. flower to mustain from wilting. 
But most of. all. to stay here in 
This field and 1'eel free to love you. 
. . I.fly 
1004 w. Washington~- site 
of the reorganized People's 
Food .coop. See above story 
f.or insights on reorganiz-
ation. 
Hours: Mon-Fri-4 p.m.-1 a.m . 
. Sat. 5·p.m. -1 a.m. 
Come .and Look .Us Over 
Parking in back of DeVary's Market after 6 p.m . 
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.. THE ·.OPERAtiON;: .. 
. . . ' . ' : . ~ ' 
_"!.. __ • 
: ' : ~ ;( ', 
' '. ' ; ; ,>, I \ ',•, I r-. . · . ' ~ 
· · ·~I ·waiked ·careru'lly 
~octor'• ~ffJce. 
'· 
as ' I 
.. 
ieft ' the ; 
The world seemed unchanged.. The 
grand old tre~s.st1il prot~cted me 
from. the September ·Slirl along .the 
halt' bl()ck· to my car. 
I thought all was well but f ~asn't · 
·.yet sure because· I didn't know if 
the anesthetic had ~orn off yet. 
·r had j.ust had a vasectomy. 
I·had taken my _evolutionary destiny 
.into iny own hands, so. to speak. 
Why? 
The reasons' are' not simple. 
I~ convinced ther.e are aiready. 
too many peopl:'e and, considering 
-· ·the virt;ual certainty that there . 
will be two billion more~within 
25 years; the pre.ssures 'caused· by 
overpopulation are not going to 
·.vanish. ·. · 
I di(j.. not· want to .be responsible. 
for bringing. a human·being into a 
world that features .war, hatred, 
increasing pollution, and increasing 
competition for the.resources that 
make.life enjoyable, bearable or 
·.just plain possible. 
And I don't like children. I don't 
want 'to spend the time, energy and 
money that are necessary to turn: a· 
child into a suitable human being. 
Once I realized all' that, then what? 
. ' : . ' . 
I called Planned Parenthood's 
Bloomington office to find out how 
to go about getting a vasectomy and 
I made an appointment with Sue 
- Fatten, fami'ly planning COut1Se'lor, 
to. go through Planned. Parentho.od' s 
counseling session. 
When the day of the appointment 
came, I was nervous--more nervous 
even than the day of the actual 
operation. 
It's not often. in our society that 
a man talks about his' sex life with 
a ~oman he's never met b~fore. · 
. I felt alone •. As far as I knew, I 
might have been the only person ever . -
to just walk inoff the street 
.seeking sterilization. 
But my fears and I ·.made it on time, 
--and from there on the fears fell one 
by one. to-the wayside. 
First, Ms ~ Fatt·en wanted to know ·my 
reasons. 
From a practical standpoint, a· . 
·vasectomy: is .irre.versi·ble. I would 
be sterne· _for.' th(i! rest of my life. 
So,· Planned-,Parenthood wants to' make" . 
sure 'that 8:nyone they help obtain a .. •' 
vasectomy .·is absolutely sure that's 
what •·s .wanted •. · 
It was.. · 
Ms •. Fatten explained the operation 
to me-and· showed me a film about 
thr~e men wh() had had vasectomies.· 
·. Tha~ wa;s. easy .because I. knew about 
~he ·pl"ocedure. already. 
· · · Th.ere :was just. one small problem. 
Being·• 23 y~ars :old,· divorced and 
· ch,ild_less, .·I didn't satisfy any of· 
· ~he-s.tandard qualifications .set. by 
· .· ,all the Bloomington.;.Normal doctors 
who did vasectomies. · · 
They wanted me to be 30, married· 
·.·and have three children. 
Fortunately, there.was· a doctor in 
Chillicothe Who, with a statement 
from Planned Parenthood that I had 
~one through their counseling 
session, woul~ do·the operation. 
Since Planned Parenthood would se d 
'.• ·the ·i:ttatemerit ·and· since· t. wa:s willing 
. to drive 40 miles, all I had to d·o 
was go home and call for an appoint-
ment--which I did. 
Mybig.day .would. be a saturday~ the 
seventh of Septell!ber ~ . . 
Friday afternoons and saturdays are 
the usual times doctors choose t6 do 
vasectomies so that the man will 
have the.weekend to rest. 
I drove to Chillicothe myself but I 
took a friend along to drive back--· 
just.in case. A vasectomy is sup-
posed. t.o [?e a simple 15 or 20-minute 
operation,. but it is an operation. 
Onc·e. at ,tl:l.~. doctor's .office· I ·had·· 
· to wait .. about a half hour ... · The 
waiting room \:laS full--mostly chil-
dren with their· parents and old 
people~ · · · · 
Rath'er than· face havfng to exp.lain 
why ·.a st;ranger had come to Chilli-
.cothe, I·read'until my riame was 
·called. ·· · ' 
Then I changed into.a hospital gown 
and readsome more. 
) 
No, I. don't rememEer what I was 
reading.· · 
Finally the doctor came in. It was 
the first. time I had 'seen him. He 
was fortyish and seemed a decent 
enoug'tl fell'ow,. though·not very 
·talkative. 
Since T111i not very talkative either, 
·we proceeded in silence. .. 
First, he snaved my: scrotum and then 
administered a local anesthetic .on:. 
the left si¢le. I felt virtually no 
pain. A tetanus shot· is .'considerably. 
worse. · · 
i suppose r. could have·watched him 
while he worked •. But I have a 
tendency to become queasy ·at the 
.sight of my own blood, so I decided 
not to complicate things unneces-
saril~. · · · 
Anyway I knew what he was doing• 
·He made 1'i small incision, ·about· ·a 
half inch or less~ above the va:s 
deferens, which carries sperm cells 
·from thete.sticles into the ejacu-
latory duct where they mix with the 
seminal fluid. 
·The 'doctor cut a section out of the 
vas deferens, tied the-ends and 
stitched up the incision. Then he 
started over on the. right side. 
· This time ·I felt;: him puil1ng th~ 
vas--or at least I thought_ r·did. 
Suspecting that the local· anesthetic 
wasn't workirtg'properly and imagining 
what I would feel if it conked out 
midway through, I asked for another 
shot. · 
The ~ector was 8.greeable. 
"This ought to make you. numb from 
the waist down, 11 he· said. 
' . 
~e ·both 'laughed but I think I had a· 
little more.· at stake than he d'id ~ · 
When he. was finished, he wrapped· my 
·.scrotum in gauze and toid me· r· could 
get· up whenever I felt like it.· -
In fifteen minutes I. was· back in 
the waitin,g.roo\11-•walking carefully, 
.·of cou.rse ~· ... ;Less than an hour hEid 
· . passed from ·the ti~e I had first gone 
. b.ack to thE!.: o_p~rati.ng room. . -. 
I i.et ;ny-·~f~iend' dri~e me home but. 
.I ri,ever could· tell when· the ~esthetic 
'wore off~. · · 
I had been told to expect mild dis-
comfort for a couple of days and 
t ' ' ' hat s pretty much What happened~ 
I never did experience any pain. 
""$.•/· • 
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1·But · my ·scrotlim · ·s.t:,"emeei .to "be com'~ 
progressively more discolored· 
-making me think I was bleedin~ 
internally. · ..... · 
When' the' tenderness and, qisc,~loratio~ 
diqn_ t go away .after thr.e.e: days, i 
made .an:,~pp~intment· with·~ Bloo.m.jng-
·. to~. ut:ologi st. . . .. . . 
.He examiri'~d me~d .tolci ·~e that there 
was nothing lintisual·_.about my condition. 
He said.it was probably some sort of 
reaction., but that 'it wasn't anything 
to worry about. . . 
In _fact, he was mo.re interested in· 
finding out. where I had had my· 
vasectomy don~. · · 
I told ·him~ ;,md he- told me that I 
could have· had ·~~.done cheaper in 
Bloomington-Normal. . ··. 
, . . . .. , . • : .L ~ . ,. , 
I ·the~ aske·d him what his :P~iicy·'on ... :. 
doing vasect;omies. was .and, he admitted.·-
.that he .didn 1 t·_ do them for young; · 
unmarried.men. Pressed further, he 
admitted ·that he di.dn 't know .of any 
doctor in. Bloomington.:No.rma:l who . 
would·do a·vasectomy: f'or such a man. 
As we discuss~d his philosophy, I· 
became more and ~more upset. about . 
what I regarde¢1. as his holier-than-
thou att,1 tude. · 
Just before I left I a'sked. him· 
again. to.. reconsider my a.rguments · · 
for changing his policies~ .and he. 
grudgtngly said he would--"for · 
~hat.they're worth." 
Fortunately, hls m~di_cai diagn~~i·i"O 
was. correct--though· I doubted it 
at the time--and I wa~ completely . 
healed in another week. · · · · 
Five we·eks!··an:a:- thre'ef<'sperm:··canaly-i·(.,~- r:f, 
ses later, I was cet:tifiabi.y steTile-. 
It was and still is a good fe.eling. 
--D.. LeSeure 
FINANCIAL' 
A wide.variety of possible sources 
of financial assistance for 
sterilization exists. 
Holders of the. Illinois public aid 
"green card,~~' which covers medical 
expenses, are·usua;tly elig1b:j,e·to 
recE!iV~ complete.payment for a 
sterilization operation. 
The only·restriction is that:the 
individual's caseworker and the 
directorof tht;!.local. public aid 
.. office must'.be informed, although. 
some hospitals and; clinics ask for 
"a letter from the ·caseworker or. 
the director as p'+-i:?<>f ;, · · 
Noi'mal Township w.Hl glV.e' ·assistance 
if the sterilization is. ',for·. "medi..; · · · 
cal reasons" and Blo9miilgton ·Town-· 
ship is consider+ng:·ad~ptin·g the 
same policy.· · >. · · 
. . : - ' .. 
Planned Parenthood:'has ·an arrange-
ment with one doctor who has.agreed 
to cut his usual :$150 ·.fee to $7 5 
for .vasectom.Y. ·ca,}:l¢1.idat.es who have 
annual in com'~~ ··or. ·.les·s··:than $7 200 • 
'. 
Shockingly·, no: doc~or 'who performs 
female st~rilhati'oris .has offered 
similar arrangements despite the 
much greater cost of the female 
procedures. . .. 
;t:n -addi t1on, ari .increasing number 
of medical insurance policies cover 
sterilization ... -the insurance mag- . 
·nates have finally realized that'' 
sterilization costs less thari. 
pregnancy. 
The Planned· Parenthood office. at 
210 E. Washington can give more 
detailed information and explain 
individual possibilities. 
· fusi-AMER 1 Kft.N · .:.Js-
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SOCIAL ,-ACCEPTANCE ::!d~;"!~~.~~ri:/t have marital .or 
Jim Bouton, the f-ormer New. Y'ork 
Yankee pitcher, tells a story. about 
a .-friend's reaction to his vasec-
tomy: 
. - "My God, Jim. What did you do. that 
for? -You're so young,'' .the friend 
said to Bouton. 
The pitcher explained that .he 
already had two children .and that he 
didn't want any .more. 
· "But you st~ll want sex, don't 
you?" the incredulous friend asked. 
Six years have passed since Jim Bouton 
straighteneq out the misconceptions 
of his friend. 
A lot·of other men, aided by organi-
zations such as Planned Parenthood,. 
must have done the· same for .their 
friends in those .six ye-ars. - .• 
In 1967 doctors perfdrmed.the male 
·sterilization operation, va'sectomy, 
50,000 times in the ·United S.tate s. 
The number rose to 700,000 in 1969' 
and to more than one million in 1971. 
With the backlog'removed, the annual· 
to.tal has declined somewhat. but ·has 
remained at a high level. -
.. 
And what. was true .o·f the nation is 
also apparently true -for the 
Bloomington-Normal area. 
Planned Parenthood of McLean County 
counseled 30 persons of both 'sexes 
in 1973 an<i 58 in 1974. The trend 
appears to be continuing this year 
as Planned Parenthood received 26 
inquiries about sterilization during 
the first three months. . 
sue Fatten, family pl.anning counselor 
for Bloomington's Planned Parenthood. 
office, estimates tnat 90.per cent of 
those receiving counseling are 
actually sterilized. 
But the Planned. Parenthoo.d figures 
do not ·include everyone in Bloom-
ington-Normal.who opts for·ster1li-
zation because not.all persons who 
are sterilized receive counseling. 
Planned Parenthood records for 1975 
show that it tends to .receive 
inquiries from younger persons who 
have fewer than the usual number of · 
children. 
Out of the 23 persons for whom 
information was available·, 16 had 
two or fewer children. Five had 
no. children. / 
While-there was no age information 
'for seven people, nine of the 
remaining 19 were aged 21 to 25 
and·six more were under 30. 
According to Ms. Fatten, older 
peopl·e who need sterilizati_on for 
various medical reasons ·usually 
are taken care of solely by: their 
personal doctors. 
One of the reasons that Planned 
Parenthood tends to receive the. 
younger people is t~at the doctors 
of Bloomington-Normal set standards· 
that exclude .;rounger·people. 
For instance, until recen-tly the 
four Bloomington-Normal doctors 
who perform vasectomies required 
their. patients to be married, to 
be 30 years old and to have at 
least three children. 
Exceptions,· of course, we·re 'made. 
for husbands of women who for some 
health reason could not bear any 
more children. 
These criteria m~e vasectomy avail-
able to the great majority of . . . 
family-oriented •,, middle-class men, 
especially those who subscriqe· to 
the ideals of family planning. 
Such people believe that parents 
should.be able to provide the. 
financial· and emotional resources· 
needed to rear a well-balanced 
child. For these people~ vasec-
tomy provides·a relatively easy,. 
permanent form of contraception 
that is virtually 100 per cent 
reliable; 
But tbe great popularity of vasec-
tomy is also due in part to other 
·social forces, such ·as the~ ecology 
and women t s movements, which . 
frequently want to go beyond the 
limited family-:-planning .goals •. · 
Ecology enthusiasists point to 
overpopulation as the root cause 
of stich problems as excessive 
pollution and over-exploitation 
of natural re·sources. Consequently, 
ecoiogists frequently advocate very 
:small families and argue for free 
access to all birth·control methods~ 
Similarly, the women's move~ent has 
challenged the traditional family 
structure by emphasizing that other: 
lifestyles shou~d be open to_women. 
One by-product of the women's move-
ment is the increased. awarenes·s of 
the male's responsibility in the 
realm of birth control, a condition 
which caused part of the.vasectomy 
. boom. ·· · 
In response. to those who want vasec-
tomy to be available without· .. any 
restrictions, many doctors argue. that 
they have a responsibil1 ty t.o. make 
sure.that they are_not performing 
as essentially irreversible operation 
onsomeone who may later change his 
·mind. -
These doctors argue that young men 
are not mature enough to make such 
1rreve~sible ~ecisions or that fate 
--in the form of remarriage, disease 
or accident--may .·change a man's cir-
cumstances so that_he may later ~ant 
more children. 
The counter-argument to this-stance 
is that any physician who chooses 
- to decide whether a candidate for 
vasectomy is emotionally prepared 
for it is claiming-a responsibility· 
for which the physician has not been 
prepared.,e1ther by formal schooling 
or by e~pert~nc_e .• _ "·· .·-~ .:. 
Of course, doctors as a group have 
the final word by virtue of their 
legal monopoly on medical practice. 
Planned Parenthood largely avoids. 
the issue by treating vasectomy as 
a matter of individual concern. 
"Our agency doe13-not set a limit on 
Deep 
·In addition, Planned Parenthood's 
counseling program thoroughly covers 
the issue of irreversibility_. Among-'' 
the topics that must be discussed 
are remarriage~ a_ccidental. death 
and the unavailability of adoptive 
children. . ·· 
nwe· play the devil' s advo9ate, 11 Ms. 
Fatten said. · 
Planned Parenthood also makes sure· 
that"anyone it counsels is f.ully 
aware of alternative forms of Qirth 
control and of the exact nature of · 
the surgical procedures. 
Th~ counseling session also covers· 
the possibility of psychological 
side effects that a small percentage 
of men suffer and the various forms 
of financial aid which m·ay be avail-
able. . 
According-to.,Ms. Fatten, theBloom-
ington~Normal doctors who perform · 
- vasectomies have high praise for 
· Planned Parenthood counseling~ and 
they have referred patients'to the 
agency for 'the service. 
Nonetheless, the number of inquiries 
by-persons who did not fit the old 
requirements prompted Planned Parent-
hood to request new-policy· statements 
from the Twin City doc1;_ors .. th_i s year~ 
Of the three doctors who perform 
vasectomies who replied, one.indi-
cated that he has accepted divorced 
men and· childless couples but that 
he would no_t take -single, young men.· 
A second physician lowered his stan- -
dards to men who are married, over 
age 21 and have two ch~ldren. The 
third doctor·requires men to be 25 
to 30 years old, to be married and 
to have two or three children but 
will consider individual exceptions·. 
But the .alternative- for men· who 
still do not. meet the standards of . 
Twin City doctors is a trip to 
Chi.llicothe. · · ' 
If social acceptance is measured in 
terms of demand, then it appears 
that vasectomy is socially acceptable. 
If it is measured in terms of easy . 
availab1li ty, then it has. not yet 
arrived everywhere •. 
I. 
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l ~BOOK RE'VIf.WS \ 
for themselves and others as indiv-
. \ ., 
·Male-· Survival·· .... 
-~ Survival--Masculinity Without · 
Myth, ~ recent book by Harvey Kaye, 
M.D., deals with the problems males 
face i,n dealing with what he calls· 
the "masculine mystique.a Accord-
ing to Kaye, "Man ts to become 
the embOdiment of heroism and 
courage,·aggressivity and aptitude 
••• vulnerabilitY becomes a vice; . 
·emotionality is odious, and stoicism 
connotes strength." 
He discusses the "unduly phallo-
centric view 11 of sexuality in our · 
·society~ The male receives more . 
• prestige from sex than"the female 
does; female genitals are not given 
as_high status as male genitals, 
according t_o Kaye. The "male 
mystique" would make him into a 
"sexual athlete, 1 always in an· 
active, aggressive;. and dominant 
role. Kaye states, "There is no 
c·ommandment that the male must 
always be the aggressive initiator; 
why should he not be allowed the · 
occasional role of the passive 
receptor without loss of his·mascu-· 
linitY7" Conversely, he states 
that the female' should be able. to' .. 
be the initiator and dollii~t as · 
·. weli as be the passive receiver •. 
'The "Playboy~" says Kaye (an ideal 
· of the "masculine mystique), 0 is · 
· devastatingly attractive to scores 
or women,· who pantingly stand in 
line to enroli in his harem. Women · 
are his toys, his play things ••• 
he leaps and bounds frpm one encoun-
ter to another." 
One aspect of the "masculi,ne 
mystique" he-discusses is the_ 
' dominance drive. : 11 Marriages are 
ruined by monetary power plays 
.••• Dominance displays ~e so ram-
pant in business that it would 
require a Machiavelli to write 
an appropriate compendium ••• The 
~ystique oan.be directly implicated 
· as the prime or accessory agent be-
hind warfare (and violence), with · 
its limitless toll of human agony ••• 
~ and in the unconscionably high -
: suicide and hqmicide rate. •• 
·According to Kaye, . there are some . 
. inherent differences between male 
and female besides those in repro-
. ·ductive organs. Males (as a result 
. of chromosomal differences} tend to 
· be. slightly more aggressive than. 
··· .. females, he says· (or to have a pre-
disposition_in that directio~.) · 
· However, he also states that. male 
:and female ChrOmoSOmeS ar~ 0 98~ · 
·alike." He recognizes-the very 
· important role of role sociali-
zation in forming personality (it . 
would seem tnat' pre-disposi tiona such 
as being siightly more aggressive 
-can be eliminated or significantly 
· -increased by socialization, and thus 
·the influence is really minimal. He 
· sees ·females as having somewhat 
dif"ferent sexual responses .. (more de~· 
layed and prc:>longed in orgasm,_ for 
example), but .as no less .capable of 
them.· He states, 0 A redefinition 
·of 1 mascuilni ty', is c~lle_d for; one: 
which emphasizes intelligence, ef-
fectiveness, and understanding, ·one 
which extols inan's h~itllJ'ian 
virtues rather than his d.estructi ve 
potentials ••• Masculinity should 
not automatically be _equated with 
.aggression, violence, and cutthroat 
CO~peti tiOno II 
He ·c-riticizes what he calls 11 s·oci-
ety's vendetta against pornography." 
·He says it is basically harmless,· 
·and .that it 11 supplies an enjoyable 
though innocent sensual excitation, 
.which normally pales if overdone." 
He points out that when De~ark 
legalized pornography in 19.o9, sex-
ual crimes actually dropped, and he 
also notes that most sex criminals· 
hav~had less exposure to pornography 
anarare less reactive to it, thari 
"the rest of the population· (on the 
'average).· Thus he opposes strict 
pornography and obscenity laws. 
' 
Kaye-contends that tension (and 
hypertension) in males is often 
caused by trying to live ~P to im-
possible roles. The "Superman," 
the "Sexual Athlete,•• and the "Elay-
, boy" are some._of his examples. 
Only when males realistically set 
their goals will they be I?appy · 
(do.ing so according to what is best 
. iduals instead of aycording_ to a 
rigid role) • He·: states, 11 In re-
joining the other half of the human 
race, he ~ay more equitably share 
the onus, the responsibility, ~ 
the workload with his female counter-
part (which may mean role-sharing) . 
• • ~woman ••• may. become more hiS part-
. ner than his antagonist."· . Males 
and females alike should critically 
evaluate the part their respective 
mystiques have had in shaping their. 
values, goals, self-expectations, · 
·etc., accord-ing to the author. 
According-to·l{aye, "women's liber-
ation" has had a lot to say to males 
and females alike. He discounts 
those who would label man "the 
enemy" or advocate the elimination 
of all males.··· However, he recog-
nizes the contr~bution of a number' 
of women in pointing out the exist-
ence of discrimination, inequil(ies, 
and-sex-stereotyping and role_playing 
in their society. Many of their · · 
proposals---including eliminating sex : 
.bias in textbooks, establishing 
day-care centers for working 
women, eliminating discrimination in 
·employment and education--warrant 
our at:tention •. The -"macho 0 ·values 
that .would make. men· superior, domi-
nant, aggressive, and possiblY 
violently so,- ~ which . can and. do · 
cause men to (eel that·they must 
prove their masculinity by dominat~ 
ing and exp~oiting others, should 
be questioned, they feel. 
Kaye's book is valuable reading. It 
-is not without. its faults, however, 
including sometimes overstressing 
male problems in relation to'females' 
problems, which are_just.as real. 
Some might object also to his-use of 
the word "penis" to. describe males· ·· 
continuously ~hroughout a major 
portion of the book •. Despite this, 
the book is a thought-provoking one, 
and has a lot to say. 
· DaveBurdette 
SMALL-·. ·CHANGES 
. . . ' 
As !-read this book, my bones ached 
with· memories of the Qixties,· of . 
early revolution, of yesterday~' If 
you· were in the ·late sixties'. _ant.i- · 
war movement, you can probably rela~e 
to the women here~ hanging around on 
the fringe of the "hip" community, 
doing dishes, cooking, mothering, ·. 
screwing, doing movement shitwork · 
and finally rebelling •. 
One wo.m~ t know responded.to :t~e 
lines that. "hip". men give to women in· 
this novel. Remember."If-you-were-
really-a~free-person-you•would•. 
screw-me"? It reflects how often 
the early sexual revolution was for 
men1 it took·away a woman's right to 
say No! · · 
The book follows two main characters, 
Beth and Miriam, through six years of 
their lives. Beth's story begins on 
her weddingday, right' after high 
·school graduation. She has serious 
doubts about getting married but has 
never seen another pattern for a 
.woman's life. By the end of the novel, 
Beth becomes a strong figure in a . 
women's ·theater commune. and her life· . 
seems to ~e he~ding toward self-aware-
ness and fulfillment. · · 
Miram at first seems.to fit the stereo-
type of the'Jewish .. not-pretty~but.:. 
smart" girl. She findsthat the "hip" 
.-
culture accept~ her best, but her -PhD 
in computer science also carries her 
into a male-dominated-professional 
world, where even her.most outstand-
ing idea.s are. dhco'unted .becaus.e she 
is female. She ends up .married to 
another computer scientist. and ·tied, 
at least temporarily, to children 
and kitchen. · · 
Most booksabout the.hipllfestyle, or 
about the· po_litical and cultural milie.u 
of the late '60's,. are written from a 
male point of_ view. Small,Chiwges is -
refreshingly fem~le~,oriented, and .. it . • · 
made me feel that my responses ·to this.- · 
period:· were:. shared by women. a11 oyer. ; ' ' 
This novel often evokes strong reac~ 
tions in the woman who read.it.- It 
has made some women seriously reexa-
mine their relationships with their 
male lovers. It has encouraged others 
to confront mim' (~d \fc)men) they were 
having problems with, -instead of-
avoiding the issue. · : .. 
Sma~l Changes is ve'ry. weli-~f~tg~'-_. 
and it Is nice. anci long.: Marge P~ercy 
is extremely sensitive to.emotional . 
subtleties and ambigUities. 'I_ haven't 
yet talked with a woman who didn't 
think it was great •. 
Read this book: Re~d this book:· 
Read this book: 
. .... _ 
. --:-:.J,ily. anc;l Phoebe · 
' \ ; . )--·- ' ._ ~·:-· .. ·.::--·--.• -. -----.- ?. 
.. 1·iJs' N. Mo.lr\ bloomington 
~e car~)\ec..essities 
_ror your n\incT f BC?4Y~· =;~~~~J 
--~ . 
Go ·see ~-of the Locusts, but !'ear 
a helmet because yourre goingto get 
hit over the·head a few times. If you 
really·want· to have a good time, buy 
a copy of the book by Nathanial west 
and· stay· home and read it·. · 
The faults of the movie are easier to 
point· out than its virtues. First of 
all, su.btle connections between theme 
·and imagery which are made in the book 
are exaggerated in tpe movie to the 
point where they•re·intrusive. On 
the other hand, things which are clear 
ih the book (for instance,_· how much 
of clown Harry Greener• s sicknes.s is 
· real and how much is clowning), are made 
uncomfortably vague in the movie. Tod 
Hackett 1 s attraction to F'aye Greener 
seems rather unmotivated, considering 
the way the .two characters. are por-
.trayed-. · 
And of course, 'Hollywood: ,.was·· in' a 
strange position making a film about 
the decadence of. the Hollywood film 
industry, which may be another-reason 
why the novel rings trueh" 
Besides a~l this, a: friend remarked 
. that if she had to watch erie more 
five minute croseup of Karen Black 1 S 
mouth, she was goingto scream. 
I think it may be unfair for a print' 
freak like me to compare a movie too 
critically with the book it was based 
on. 
Day 2f. the Locusts is definitely .. a 
.movie with a point (which may not be 
the same point made in tne novel, but 
I 1m trying to·look .at the· movie by· 
itself now). · 
Arcade, C iliiforni a's an5wer to the now 
defunc.t. Comix ·Book,· .reflects the· daring 
and the limitations of some of the,west 
- coast-'s best-krwvm underground ~artoon­
_l.sts. 
Bill -Griffith and Art Spiegelman ·edit 
this one: . a qu.arterly publication that 
features. all-new material by the likes 
of Crumb, Shelton and Paul Krassn!':r• · 
The mag's second issue is out-now, and 
I don't knQw where you can get a copy 
in Bloomington-Normal (a strong hint 
to the retailers here) except by order-
ing from the publisher, whose address · 
is The·Print Mint. 8'30 Folp;er Ave., 
Berkeley, Cal., 94710 or. from 
Sugar Creek.~· ($:.25 a copy.) · 
Material is diverse. R. Crumb did the 
covers for the first two issues and 
s'Ome material inside. • His·-"Let''s 
Talk! Sense About ••• Modern America" is 
a marvei of cranky personalized propa-
ganda. Written from the point of 
view of Crumb himself, the piece pre-
sents Crumb the Media Seer and ·crumb 
the Confused Everyman and lets the two 
images confront each other. 
The result is the sort of humor that 
earlier Crumb comics like Plunp;e into 
the Depths of Despair exploited: a · 
sort' of humor of manic psychic des-
p·eration. 
And there's other stuff in Arc·ade 
equally as good. Art Spiegelman's 
treatise on "Crackine; ~okes" is another 
of his academically .oriented pieces of 
humor. It's quite good, though not 
as compl_ex. or as capable .of _standing 
., .. 
That the-film has a pcii"nt ~akes ·me 
hav'e.a.lot of.posi:tive·feelings about 
it. It doesn•t .just ramble .along un-
til t"P,e producerruns out"of money. 
A day in my life has more artistic 
unity . tl'ian some ·movies I •. ve seen . 
lately. ·Anyway; Day.of the Locusts 
· begins, iniddles·, and. en9.s very 
satisfactorily •. 
You may ·think, maybe it 1 s not. as 
good as the book, but it 1 s_got a 
point, a. beginning, a middle, and 
an end: what.more can-you ask for? 
Well, .. I' can ask for a point that I 
like •better. 
You should know:here that Day of the 
Locusts .implies that its Hollywood is 
_9UrSOCiety inS rlUt~hell (literally I 
~ figurati irely) : . the never-has-been -
,freaks,· the· ·shallow ,would-be actors· 
and actresses,. ·the embarrassed poverty 
.of many in contras"t with the tasteless 
opulence of the few, ~d t9e nlocusts~ 
-..;the swarms. of people WhO· flock to · • 
. Hollywood supposedly .to feed vicar.- . 
iously off· the thrilling 11 ves of the, 
~ovie stars. . · · · 
We are treated to more than enough 
scenes of these folks: fat, ex- . 
pressio~ess, silent, waiting for ~ . 
bus, and slimy, moist.,.eyed and eager,· 
pushing each·other aside for·a glimpse 
of a celebrity in a restaurant. We 
see enough of them so that in the . 
final riot scene' when. the crowds . 
tramp~e, smash_ and burn everything in 
up to as much rereading as· some of his 
?ther'cartoons. Spiegelman also draws 
a very .Freudtanized cartoon. for each 
issue to depict a "Real Dream." 
I don't always think rinich of Jay 
-Kioney' s wise-ass humor, but there's 
no doubt that he's a gifted comic 
artist." .. His "Midnight" in issue one, · 
a three·,:page stor"y done on scratch- · .. 
bo.ard, is done entirely without dialog 
. and is reminiscent of the great illus-· 
trator1 Lynn W-ald. •·. A stark, prophetic 
· piece, it depicts life in· a wilderness: 
refuge h~dden 9111a:y ·from a Urii ted· states 
where martial. law has. been .d~clared •. 
. ' 
Some of :the other· artists, Shel t.on, 
Jay Lynch, and Willy Murphy are noted 
for their accessible anc1·quite .funny 
cartoons. Their work in Arcade is up 
:to par· and quite enjoy able~ 
··~ 
Others, notably Justin Green, Bill 
Griffith, and Kim Deitch, are a bit 
quirkier and an acquired taste. · I've 
been a·fan of Deitch's weird wine-
soaked ~antasies for some time; I'm 
still ·not- sure what I think· of Green 
and Griffith. (Which, of course, may 
be· a good thing. ) · 
But I haven't talked about _any of., the 
cartoons by women in Arcade.··well,· 
. there aren't hardly any. Diane Noonin 
and Aline Kaminsky take up three pages 
totalled in the two issues. I'm not 
particularly fond of Noonin' s -~'DiDi 
Glitz," a somewhat obnoxious mid.dle-
cl ass· single worn an, but I'm r'apid],y 
becoming won over by Kaminsky's 
- cartoons •. Kaminsky has a seeming 
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sight, we know that these folks are 
far. too lacking in real sympathy to 
be moved to suc}1 ang~r · by · a murder;· 
the killing pf a child merely -serves 
as ·an excuse for' the !DB.Sses ·to-un..: ~ 
leash their b~tal .pas·sions. Ail4 · 
here is the problem. , The movie does 
not root the brutal passions of the 
people in reality~' It 'seems as 
though the .miridl.ess lijElli~cy of 
the crowd is pres'ented as an inherent 
nasty charaqteristic, like earwax, 
and is therefore si~gularly uninter-
e'sting~ The film ·may be trying to . 
tell us that People are basically 
crude, ruthless, devoid of sympathY, 
.stupid, and ~iolent, but it might as 
wel~ tell us that·people basically ' 
have eleven toes; the· evidence of 
our .own senses· tells. us that this 
is not true. 
Now I 1 rri not a Pollyanna, and-1 1m 
quite willing at different times to-. 
believe··· that the above-mentioned 
qualities are inherent i.ri u.s; Army .. 
'officers,c. senators, police chiefs,. 
.. lawyer·s, landlords, men in general,.. . 
people who drive cadillacs, or any-. 
·one who lives south of Springfield, 
Illinois. I also know that even if 
I had the money to make a·film about 
it, no one would swallow the.idea• 
Unless maybe I got·Donald Sutherland 
and Kar.en Blac.k. • • and did . some 
surrealistic photographic things.. • • 
and made it. two .and a half hours long 
• •• ·and did a lot of pre-release 
promotion..... . · .. 
Phoebe Caulfield 
childish· style· of qraWing.that wins 
you over on the shee~ str~ngth o¥ 
its personality. 
I just wish that more women cartoo'nist.s 
were represented in Arcade. Comix Book 
·showed s·everal capable of working. w~ th-
in \;he magazine format ( Trina, Sharon 
Rudahl, Lee Marrs) so it's not a ques-
tion of lack of talent. One has only 
the editors to blame. 
Several cartoonists have chosen to 
emphasize. illustrati.on in Arcade, and 
while-some of the wo"rk is exceptional, 
I cal) '·t he;Lp wishing .that they (James 
Osborn, Spain, Clay Wilson) would turri 
their talents back ·towards telling 
comic stories;· 
Some text. :Pieces grace the pages ·of 
Arcade, including some satirical 
journalistic s~uff by Paul· Krassner. 
To my mind; 'Krassrier can be either · 
pungent or inane depending on how· 
much effort he seems to put into a · 
··piece. By this gauge,. "T.ne Love Song 
of TimothY Leary" in issue one has · 
47 times the weight (in satiric acia) 
of "Who .Killed Lenny Bruce?" in the 
second issue. -
·Arcade is a_ good magazine to. read for 
. an overview of where many of our 
best-known underground cartoonist-s · . 
are .com-ing from. Readers may not like. 
some of these places: the personalized 
nature of the art form still allows · 
room for the expression of some 
oppressive_ide~s. 
--Carl Barx 
1'1(1S CO~IC. BOOK IS 
PAA.r Of THAT I'LAN ... IM" 
'{oV'Vi READ TOO tr!Uc.H 
l'luu;A~ •. l HAVE :100 
P.IGH"r WHE*UO, I WA_IoiT 
~·· 
.... ·· . · · ..... ·.a·· .  .. R. .··.·I·A· ... . L ·M .. EM- -.. ···~.· ·-·· 
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. ' ~ . . . . . . .· . ·- . / ·. DAY: FOR WHOM? 
. Memorial Day. \~hit are. we :me.r.lOrial..iz- ., 
ing? . School is '·out. and many. workers for-.tunate. ·ano~h to· have a :job e.re allow-
ed to collect a day's P
1
ay wdi thouht do- ~·.In .reading about. i•iemorial Day ·in the 
ing· a day's work.~: It s .. a · ay w en local daily ·newspaper, I discover 
bands. prouclly ·parade.before .almost ·that captain George Knudson gave tne 
nonexistent ·aud'iences;. along 'l!ith ·.r·.,· .. big speech at l'liller .2ark •. .ttnudson ••• :. Boy Scouts·. and Girl. Scouts and·•.their Knudson .•• !. I remember ~nat name. 
'.adult counterparts who get· to· play . 
··soldier tor a·day ·.and· .. brag and .preach. · · ·b JO 196'1 
: .. ·'ab.ou· t··an·· .. Am. erica .tha't they· really .Years.ago, ·on Novem er ' · · • :some 
speakers. came to Illinoi.s State Uni v:.. 
don.•t·.<Wimt to exist in ··actuail. fact.. erstty to talk on the Vietnam war~ 
. They are ·celebrating Memorial Day • .L Three members of .the Chi,cago Area . . 
""em·ori-., ··Day. ·What·. ar.e we memoriali- oo Draf1;_ Resisters. 'told .about a war. that 
w ~ · 1 they. said was. wrong. One even knew 
:zing? · A man is se.nt a letter. from· froin firstharid. experience, as he .. was· 
people he really .do.es· not· know. They '- a. Vie.tnain i~a.r .veteran. Another refused 
' tell him that he ·must 'go to a big . .' F= even to accept that firsthand exper~ 
city wher:e 'they will .change .him from -< ience •. He.·publ:ic1Y burned. his draft 
an .individual human being :with his " card in. front of. us •. rle had .been an 
own ho~s ~d. dreallis 'and conscience • ......... English .major ·while a. st.udent at ISU, 
into ·.a soldie.r:, a robot; an ~utomaton. ·~ and his. naine was Gunnar Knudson. 
·His rifle makes him a ruler over a V1 Later he went to prison~ 
_ s~}ljected people. . His. 'dolla: buys .him·. 
the love of.many women. His ship 
gives him·a·home all over the globe. 
· His ~irplane aiakes him ·ruler over the 
. skies ~d a god to the human ants .be-
low him• Not the master of 'his own 
. fate,· but lord . and master over many, · 
Dl.8llY others. One day a bomb fragment, 
a bullet, .a misplaced fire bomb, •.a 
.savage jungle disease~ or the knife 
of his liquor-crazed co~ade ends 
his mastery. ·A body that.was once a 
man is .·sent home ·in a box. -The box 
is covered with.a flag, martial music 
'is played, and Mr.; Nobodg is buried 
a hero. . . --
. . . 
Mr. X is also bliri.ed· in that same 
cemetary. He worked all his life 
cleaning·school classrooms and took 
care of his wife and children until 
his heart gave out and he died. when 
he was buried, no.flag graced his· 
casket no army or navy stood by in 
glitte~ing uniform to honor him.-No 
martial music to make us wish that we 
were like him •••• 
Mr. Y was a hospital attendant. All 
his.life he was .careful to see that 
the patients got the right medicine 
and slept in clean beds. ~hen he got 
too old to. V(O.rk, .his savings proved 
too little to keep him alive. So he 
lived in .the co.unty nursing home un-
til he died. Since he only had one .. 
_good eye,· the army wouldl:l: 1 t take hi.m. 
so·now his grave marker 4oesn•t have 
a flag stuck by it every_ year._ 
. ' 
Mr. z was a miner •. rie didn 1 t really 
want· to be a miner;· .he wanted to be 
a farmer. But. his wife was sick with 
a chronic ailment, and mining paid the 
hospital bills. One day his lungs 
wouldn't let him pay his wife's-hos~ 
pital biils any more. At the small 
simple funeral, no mine owner came 
out and pinried a medal on. the dead 
man. 
Was. i'le a Vietnam War .. veteran·? 
Two yea.rs later, .t'rivate First C:J,.ass 
Daniel E~.Pitcher decided that war was 
not· only immoral and unChristian ~on 
· the battlefield, but also in· the. hos-
pitals. within the United States where 
Doctors were thrPbd to· re·ceive large 
quantities of human guinea pigs to ex-
perim~nt on and •advance the'horizons 
of medical. science" with each. new 
crop o.f war casulaties. · (Yes, this was 
years before the· movie ~~) He was · 
trained as a medic so he would not 
have to be the kind of butcher a good 
soldier must be. Apparently he dis-· 
'covered that there were otner 
kinds of butchers.· •• 
So Private Dan ?itcher refused to 
re~urri. to. service. He did riis 
.fighting in:the courtroom, all the 
way up to a step or two beiow the 
u.s. Supreme Court. But he was re-
solved that even if it meant prison, 
he would not participate in war.·. 
Fortunately his .. parents believed 
in hini and, along with various 
churches, paid the courtroom bill. 
Uilfortunately, few of·us were r~ch 
enough to emulate him~ . . . . . " :. 
t:-1 . . ... t'·-:"1 ............... ""'1'·'··'\ •) 1 ~ ·!;. 
Was Dan Pitcher a ·v1~tnam ·war·· veter-
an? 
Then there is the Dennis l'!ajerus Story 
in the.· Withers Library and· some of· our · 
personal. libraries, too. Was· Dennis 
a Vietnam War veterari? How about. John· 
Kellar, who went to Canada?· · 
In 1969, I too was worried· abou:t', tne 
Vietnam War and did not want any part 
of it. However,· I did not consider·. 
either Canada or Sweden to be my home-
land. Also, I did not .want to go to. · 
prison simply for the crime of not 
wanting to kill people for no goo.d 
reason. so I visited: the. offi.ce of . 
the Midwest Draft Counseling Clinic 
in Chicago. There I m~t Linda ~uint, 
. who' was one. of 'the . d.raft. counselors. 
T)'ie>thing that impressed me about he;· 
at the time was that >sh,e seemeci t~ . 
know.what·she·was .doing. 
Later I discovered that· she did in.;.· .. 
· (leed know what ·she was doing. She · 
and· fourteen :o'thers ·"burned;· ·tore, .. 
and:doused·with· paintu most of .the 
Draft files ·.for the· .entire south 
side of Chicago. '. F'or ·this.· they were 
arrested.·· Later· srie stood· before tne 
statue· in· front of the Illinois · 
. st·ate· capi t'ol · .auil¢!-ing in Sp~ingf.ield 
and told us why she did it·arid what 
defense they would make in court. 
was she a Vietnam w~r ve.teran'l. 
on July 29. 1970 four persons broke 
into the Pontiac· Oraft ooard in · . ·. 
Pontiac, Illinois. ratty ?9ttinger, 
Kevin Cla.rk; O.rtez A~derson, and .. 
Phyllis ·.Burke stole the Draft files · · 
and were sentenced in .i'l.inoilk. 'fhey 
.were each sentenced. to a_· .. year and a 
daY in prison. · , . 
'.Here they Vietn.Sm War ve_teraris'? 
And there were others. Some tried to 
set ·up a local. Draft Counseling ser~ . 
vice, although it. never qu.~~e .. meas.ured 
. up to G.A~D.R.E. Some .refused: to'-pay · 
the federal excise ta:X tha't is. includ-
ed on your ·monthly phone bilL Some 
are stlll refusing to .pay it .• ~ome 
spo·nsored anti-war marches. and picket 
lines. Thant Khoman, the foreign mi~­
ster of Thailand was pickete'd when he · 
spoke at University rligh School dur-
ing the late sixties. iolhat was he to -
think of America'? During this past 
year he was one of the political 
forces· in 'l'hailand that inqveti for·. 
independenqe .from the.United ::)tates. 
and its· "military· co_mmi tmen~s. " 
Everyone has heard of Jane l''onda. out.· 
what about ISU students l"iary Skinner. 
and Jay waters'? Somebody was needed 
at those G. I. coffeehouses -to provide 
an al ternati ye perspective. ori world · · . 
events to that. of the high coi:lllland.~ · ··r, · • 
were they Viet~ War veterans ·t . . . . . . . 
_Yes, 'Once a·year"~e··have··l'i'emorial..Ji>ay .• ;;; 
·. bnce'a··year··a s·mall ba.rid. of men ·in:::··· 
uniforms marches out to l·liller .. rark 
to honor somebody or something. host 
of us lgnore them. out that·is.wr.ong. 
· They· are· memorializing· something.· ~: .. : L·· 
They are trying to teach children . ; ; · . 
something. It should give us_ a re~son 
to stop and think. Haven't we go~r 
··something to memorialize·? Hav:en 1 t 
we got somebody to honor? . . . 
What about those gr.~ve markers?· _Is 
weir our only route :to •immortali ty'? 
How ma,ny of our friends are we. wil- "'. · 
ling to exchange for a flag-draped 
coffin and a fresh flag every year 
. .on their grave·? How ·many of our 
children? ·-~-R*lPh Drin~ 
~ew \,Q~al\on 
\QG li. l'\a=rMt 
00 
-l\:Ou\1 ~oo~s, M~g-a'(rn.es, ~ ~oYe1{\e,5 
~ou m\l!>l' bt 19 ~l'~ ot' o1deT 
\ 
·. :.· 
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FREDERICK DOUGLASS (c. 1817-1895) 
escaped from.slavery in Haryland in 
1833, we~t North, and becoune one of: 
. the . foremost Aboli t_ionists prior to 
-the Civil \1ar.. Iri 1854,: the citizens 
fusi:-AMER I KAN ~ _ -19-:- ·JuLY, 1975 . . 
or" Rochester, New .Yor.k: asked- him, as· ...._ 
the city's most distinguished re,sident, __ 
to. addrJ')ss the people on their. Fourth · · 
of Ju-ly celebrati~n. His speech o·f 
July 4, 1852 ~s worth remembering. 
FELLOW CITIZENS:. P?-rdon me, and allow me to·ask, why am I called 
upon to speak here today? . What ha:ve 1 or those I represent to do 
with your national independence? Are the ·great principles· of 
political freedom and of natural justice, embodied in that · . _ 
Declaration of Independence, extended to us'? And· am I, .th~refore, 
called upon to. bring our humble offering to the national altar., _: _ 
arid to corifess. the benefits' and express devout gra.ti ~ude for the· 
blessings re.sulting from ypur indep~ndence to _us'?·· · 
'..Jould to: GPO.,-- both for your sakes and ours, that ~- affir~ati ve 
answer. could be- truthfully returned to these quest1..ons. .J.:hen 
would iny task be Tight;·l·.a.rid my·. burden easy and delightful •. · 
But :kJc& i.~';hot' the state of .the case. I say it With, a sad sense 
of · dt~Pa:ri ty between us. I am not included wi.thin the_ Pa:le o_f. th.1;s 
glorious. anniversary_!· · ~our high independence only reYe_als the . 
immeasureable distance between .~s •· The blessings in which you. ·this 
day rejoice :are not enjoyed in common.. The rich inherit~ce .of .. 
justj,.ce, .liberty, prosperi'ty, and.independence_bequeatl!ed. byye~ 
fathers is shared by you, not. by me. 'rhe sunl1gnt :that:" brought -
·life· and .. healing 'to yoU: has brought stripes ~ death .. to me_. · ·£!lis 
Fourth of July is yours, not ~·· You may r~Joice, l must mourn. 
T9 drag. aman in fetters into ~he grand· il~um1nated temple of 
liberty and call.upon him to· Join you in JOyous anthem~, were 
inhuman' mockery and sacrilegious irony. Do you mean, Cl. tizens,. to. 
mock me, b;(ask.ing me to speak today·? 
Fellow citizens, ab~ve ·your national·, tumultuous joy, I riear the 
mournful wail of mHlions,-whose chains, heavy and grievous yester~ 
day,· are today -rendered more intolerable by ·the jubilant shouts 
. that. reach them.: .. If :I do forget, if I do not remember those · 
bleeding.--_children of. sorrow .this day, "may -my right nand forget her 
cunn:t,ng, ·and may· my tongue cleave· .to the roof of· my mouth t 11 _ ·ro 
forget them, to pas's lightly aver their wrongs, and to chime in· 
with the popular theme, would be treason most scandalous and 
.shocking, and would make. me a reproach before vod and -the world. 
My subject, then, fellow citizens, is "American Slavery." I shall 
seeo~th1.s . .::.®Y. .. ~~9.~· .1:_i!S:.;.po.p.y.}..~z:u c.~-~~~ct:~rist_ics from the slave 1 s< · ·,: 
point. of ,view. Standing here, identified with. the .. American_.bqnd- .. . 
man, maki-ng his wrongs mine, I do not· hesitate to .. declare, >with all·. 
my soul, that the character and conduct of this nation never looked 
blacker to me than on this lt'ourth of July. whether we turn to the · _ 
declarations .of the past, or to the professions of the_present, the· 
c9nduct of the nation seems equally hideous and revolting. America 
·is false to the-past, false to the present,-and solemnly binds 
herself. to·be false to the future. Standing with vod.and the 
crushed and .bleeding slave. on this occasion, I w111·, in the ~e 
of humanity, which is outraged, in the name of liberty, which is 
fettered, in the name of .the Constitution .and the .01ble, whiCh' 
are disregarded and trampled upon, dare to call in question. and· 
to denounce, with all.the emphasis l can command, everything that 
serves<to perpetuate slavery--the. great sin and shame of Americal~ 
Would you have me arglle that man is entitled to -lioert{l that he is · 
the rightful owner of.his body? rou have_~ready declared it. 
What 1. ·A~ 1 to ~rgue that it is wrong to make ~en. brutes, to ~ob 
them-of their liberty, to work them without wages, to keep them 
ignorant of th~~r relations. to their fellow men~ to beat them with 
sticks, to flay their flesh with ~he last, to load their limbs 
with irons, to hunt tnem with dogs, to. sell them at auction, to 
··. sund.er their families, to knock out their teeth, to burn their 
flesh, to star.-ve them into obedience and. submission to their · _ 
masters? ·Must I argue that a systemthus marked with bloodand 
stained with popution is wrong? No; I will
1 
not. I have better 
employment for my tim.e and strength than such arguments would imply:._ 
At a tim~ like this, scorch}ng irony, not c~onyinc-J.ng argumenL, is.··. 
needed. Ohl Had I the ability, and could I ·reach tne nation's · 
ear, I would today pour out a fiery stream of biting ridicule, 
. blasting reproach., wither.ing sarcasm, and stern rebuke. .r·or it 'is 
not light that is needed, but fire; it is. not t~e gentle snower, 
but thunder~. We need the storm, the whirlwind,,.and the earthquake. 
The feeling of the nation must. be quickened; . t·he c.onscience· of. the .. 
natio~ must be·roused; the propriety of the nation must be startleO.· 
the hypocrisy of· the nation must be exposed; and its crimes against• 
God and man must be denounced. · 
What to the Amerl.can slave is your Fourth of July'? 1· answer, a day 
that reyeals to ·him more than all other days_ of the year, ~.he gross 
injustice and cruelty to which he ·is the constant victim. 'l'o him 
'your celebration is a sham; your boasted lrberty an.unholy license; 
your national greatness, swelling vanity; your sounds of rejoicing 
are empty and heartless; your denunciation of tyrants,- brass- · 
front~d impudence-; your shouts of liberty and equality~ hollow 
mockery; your prayers and hymns, your sermons and thanksgivings, 
with all your religious parade and. solemnity, .are to him mere. . 
bombast, fraud, deception, impiety, and hypocrisy--a ·thin veil to 
cover up crimes which would disgrace a nation of savages. 'l'here' 
is not a nation of. the earth guilty of practices more shocking and 
bloody than are the people of these United States at this very hour. 
Go where you may, search where you will, roam through all tne 
monarchies and despotisms of the Old-world, travel-through ~outh 
·America, search out. every abuse and when you have .found the las.t, 
lay your facts by the side of the every-day practices of.this 
nation, and you will say with me that,' for revolting barbarity and 
shameless hypocrisy., America reigns without a rival. 
CALE-NDAR. 
July 1, · 19)7·.· General Assemoly passes. 
bill establishing eight-hour 
_day for women. - ,. · · · 
July 2, ·1917. ·Race. riot,· East St. · 
Louis; at least 40 blacks . 
killed. in vicious w,hite,crack-
·down. . ·. - ' · . · 
RAH rlllllllllll II II II HI IIIII I II II IIi 111111111111 11111111111· 
July 4, 1776. Signing of ·the 
Declaration of .Independenc.e. 
/" 
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July 4, 1.8.52 .---~ Foilrth' of July ·address 
by Frederick Douglass,· black 
le·ader arid abolitionist of the 
~1e.Ssachusetts Anti-Slavery 
Society; given at Rochester, · .· 
N.Y •. · (See adjoining article) 
July 6, 1892. Battle· of Homestead. , 
Strikers at Carnegie Steel win 
12-hour battle with )00 
?inkertons. · · 
July 11, 1905. Niagara Conference, 
led by W .E. d. Duboi.s ,_ who: 
called on blacks to fight. 
, against all ~oppression'e The -
conference demanded equal rights,· 
no segregatiqn in voting, edu-
cation,· courts, juries,·the. 
armed forces, and health facil- · 
i ties. 'fhe armed forces were 
desegregated by President 
Truman in 1947, ·. only after a 
threatened nationwide strike 
of black railroa_d-workers. · 
, July.' 19, 1848. · Seneca lt~alls. Conven.:. · 
tion, marking the beginning of 
an organized movement fqr 
women's rights~ · 
July 27, 1919. Chicago race riot 
begins: 15 whites and 2) blacks 
killed, hundreds .injured •. ·· 
July, 29-)1, 1966. Hartin Luther King 
· · launches· demonstration in: Chi-
ca~o for . "open city. " Jeering 
wh1tes pelt demonstrators witn 
rocks and bottles and overturn 
demonstrators•.cars. 
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.! Mental Health.,C.enter Offer$ ·Three COntracts ! 
I ·. I 
I As follow-up on otir cover story iil" the· . of ~Jieaith,' 1 t is ·certainly not publicly issues which have long been I 
I last issue, the Post-Ainerikan gives known where they. all we!lt•: . grumbled about privately _,. 1 
1 this update. ,,,,· · . ·. . · · · · ·. 1 
I · Aleio ·on June 10 c~e the monthly meet~ * the County Board· has. taken serious-' .~ , * * * * * ···* ·* ,. * * * * * ing. of the. Mclean County Mental Health ly ~he ·oversight functions. of its I 
·I · . Center Board. Several visitors were · representatives to public'boards -1 
~ On June 10; in a ·letter to the County ·present, .. and the a.t!llosphere was open over which it has some· jurisdiction I 
1 Board, Dr. Douglas· Bey resigned as and friendly~· A'.report;vas.heard, ·and · · · 1 
!·'Chairperson -oLthe MqLean· County discussion followed-; on. the .negotia-.· * ·the Health Services Committee of .1 
I
.Bo·ara of Health •. He gave as: his ··. tions continuing. on .. the···.pr;-op'osed mer- the County Board has initiated a ' 
• reason the County Board's obvious ger of the'"Mental Health·. Center and program of interviewing nominees 
lack of confidence in his leader- Family Services. No resolution has and applicants for appointment to 
I ship as· evidenced by the Health ··been: reached, .since such a.merger will seats on boards over which it has 
I.Services Committee of· that ·group re- be affected by the decision ·or the · jurisdiction--a highly profession-
1 
appointing Ms. Sandra Scott, a public Mental Health Center to join the al approach toward screening ·the 
critic of B~y and the Board of Health,· ·consortium of sever.al agenCies in the best-qualified candidates. for 
I 
as its representative, and by failing mental health field which is being important jobs (for which the mem- . 
. to r~-appoint Miss Hazel Phares, who . called the Umbrella Corporation. The bers. of the County Board· are t<? be 
I had _served on.the Bo~d of Health for main item of business was the review commended). · 
(15 ·years, in favor of the. ~e.v • Roger · of the contractual arrangement with.-
.I Zimmerman •. _ . · . _ Drs. Chapman and Bey, .two local psy- * an .increase in o.penness and candor 
chiatrists, who as partners have been on the part of-the Board of the 
·I At the Board of Health mee:ting on· the referral staff of 'the Center· for Mental Health Cente·r· Under. the new. · 
I June 11, Mr. Bey was not present a and · the last six mon.ths •. A new contract executive · directo;rship of Rodney 
I Carl Frautschi was elected Cn~rperson had to be decided upon by July 1. Benninghaus 
I for the coming year. No mention of The discussion ·took place_ in a one-
1 Bey's resignation was made, and thus hour executive session, while the 
I the minutes of the meeting s.hould not · visitors waited outside in the hall. 
I 
show that he is no longer chairperson. ··When the meeting again be.came public 
. After the election, the main item of it was announced that f.or the next . 
I business was approving an allocation · contractual. period, a contract ;vould 
tof money (up to $750) for the moving. be offered to :threepsychiatristsa 
1 expenses of the newly hired social · · . ,Chapman and Bey, anci Dr. Marlow Har-
l services coordinator, Jack Smith. . ston who has recently been admitted 
. ,.The treasurer's ·report also was ~P~ to ~he staff at Brokaw Hospital. 
lproved. It contain~d.one item which 
I was questioned• an expenditure of 
l$171.19_to Nationwide Speed Pr~nting. 
IThe bulk of that bill was to Pav for 
·.
1 
Bey • a. "ij.eport to the· Board of He~l th" 
I 
wh_ich was excerpte!i in the last .. 
In the last month and a half, the 
following events have occurred which 
at least provide the possibility for 
constructive and beneficial im-
.provements in the county's. mental 
health services. · 
* the hiring by, the Board of Health 
of. a coordinator of social ser-
vices--which hiring had dragged on 
fruitlessly for six.months 
· *. ·discussion of possible "conflict-of 
interest" situations·which might 
arise through inter-locking ·dir-
.ectorates, when.the. same people 
.sit on various boards in related 
fields 
•· the breakup of an effective .mono-
poly· in psychiatric services avai.l-
able ,to people within .. McLean County 
I 
I 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I issue of the Post. - A great many 
lcopies must have been printed, but.-
1 outside of. those distributed to . the 
1 media and to . the members · of .the Board . 
I 
I 
* ·there has. been a great deal of 
publici discussion about· important 
With reason to hope:that change will· I. 
come,. citizens will' watch with interest·! 
to see if mental health services in. · ,. · I 
McLean County will show improvement •. , ', -~I 
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liS A\ 1121r ti . 1111~. 
DOWNERS, iricluding·B~bitu~tes and 
. Quaal.udes 
Medical namesa' Seconal, Amytal, 
Nembutal, Butisol Sodium, 
Meth-aqualone · 
Slang names I reds, ·red devils, barbs, 
quads, luuds, lude~, soapers 
Downers have become more popular in 
this community over the last 10 years. 
People like tp cut down. on the .amount 
of stimuli they receive and relieve 
feelings of tension and anxiety. The 
folks from Gemini House, Champaign, 
seem to have expressed this increase 
in downer use wella 
"We see this transition in drug. use 
as a reflection of many changes in 
attitudes both.in our community and 
across the country. ·· 
"Times.are not rosy. Some folks call 
it 'tight money J' others call it a 
'recession,' 'dep~ession'. or 'come 
uppance.' 
"The environment, both urban and rural, 
is showing the strain of long abuse •. 
Many options that were available to 
people five years ago are no longer 
in existence. Jobs have disappeared 1 · 
special training and. educational· pro-
grams are scarce. · Significantly, there 
is less hope and more· cynicism about 
improving the situation.· 
. ·. 
"We have trouble·s. One- increasingly 
common personal response to this is 
:to. filter; them out. Drinking· alcohol, 
whichc is-·.also increasing,· and using ·-' 
:. downers are two ways of alleviating--
feelings of depression and hopeless-
ness. 
Recently,· Mr.. and Mrs. David Wa:l to!) told the Wal tons that . they would come 
fron Gibson City purchased a 1970 pick~ get the truck and do the negessary re-
up truck from Harjak Motors. While pair work on it. 
purchasing the truck, the Waltons took When the Waltons purchased the truck, 
test ride • Salesperson Scott Daley, they received· no warranty but the sales 
logizing for the way the truck contract specified only a 25% discount up and ran, claimed that the 
needed a minor tuneup and .a new on par_ts an~ labor. Nothing else but 
ler system. Daley told the Wal tons the Wal tons name, address, and the 
$100 would be .taken off the cost date of sale were on the contract. 
the truck if they agreed to do the 
cessary work and_ptirchase the truck 
as is. 
The Waltons' truck-was towed from Gib-
son City to Bloomington for the engine 
overhaul •. After the work.was completed, 
the truck was in their t~e bill came to $420.00--not-to men~ 
to stall and was per• t~on the cost of $SS.OO_for tearing. 
orming terribly. The Wal t.bns took Tt · down the_ engine .in Gibson City to dug-
their own mechanic in Gibson City. nose the basic problem •. Overwhelmed. 
diagnosing the truck's ills, the _by the costs. involved when they were : 
on • s mechanic told them that the ·buying a truck they thought to be in · , 
ine needed a complete overhaul. ·good condition, the Waltons turned in 
· a complaint with the Consumer Fraud 
--Barbi tuates can also be classified 
as anti-convulsives because·they can 
control seizures. The problem is that 
if you become addicted and try to stop 
without a doctor's help, the chances 
are good that you will go ·into · 
convulsions. STATISTICALLY, about 1 
out of 20 people addicted to heroin 
who try to quit on their own die. . 
About 1 out of · 1'2 addicted to alcohol 
will die. But for downers, 1 out of 4 
people who become addicted and try~to. 
quit on their own will die. · 
BEWARE OF DOWNER WITHDRAWALI 
--The downer overdose level remains 
fairly constant regardless o:f. how 
much you have used before. 
--Beware· or people.doing·downers who 
are vbmitinga they may drown in their 
own vomit because of their bodies' 
.depressed. state. . ~. . . ~ "'. ~ ' . 
Division of the Attorney General's of-
fice in Champaign. 
The Attorney General's office contacted 
Harjak Motors about the compiaj.nt, and 
Harjaks sent a repl~ to the Waltons. 
In part,·the letter said that "several 
weeks" had·passed before the·waltons 
experienced difficulty with the. truck-.-
a misconception, because the truck be-
came useless after the Waltons owned 
it six days •. Jack Guess signed the 
letter and ·asked the Waltons to come 
speak with him. 
On May 17,.the Waltons visitee1 Gues111 
at Harjak·Motor~. Mrs. Walton told 
the Post that Guess was extremely un-
friendly and condescending. Then came 
the surprisea Guess told the Waltons 
that he would' give them.a $100 check 
(but he didn't "have to") and that if 
"you'd get off my back and release me 
from any obligation to you or your 
,_ " then . the money would be the irs • 
-
Guess' attempt to buy. off the Wal-
tons didn't work •. The- Waltons r·efused· 
to sign any release and take ~ money. 
he·Y.:'.arE(·effEicti{;-!{ w·fiys: of·rrii3king·-- ···.· · ·-.:.Never:-·:Put a. P:ets'orL~t6::bed "to·:~ieep · · 
yourself. feel/better~. but they are _·. ·.it off'~ ::if they'·re doing downers · 
claimed that all the figures the 
Waltpns needed to know were on the con-, 
tract~-s9met~i,llg .. th~ t simp],y wasn • t .. · _ .. 
true.· :Inter~ stil)gly, Guess • explana- · · 
temp_brary and' non-productive -in terms ( especicil.ly if they were .also drinking 
f mak~ng changes in :the_ situation. alc!Jhol) because you may f.ind the per-
en,;'i'n(lre seriously, ·t~ey are_ poten- son .d.ead later. It HAS happ~neci in : · 
~iaHy ·ti.armful 't.o the user.~·· (The Bloomin~ton-Normal.: .·. . . 
Gem-Ini House Manual, • the Gemini House 
Colledtive, ,_Champaign, I'll.; 1975) --:Accidental deaths by overdose are 
.... ~ . ~ .. ~~~- ·· -;.~ · ·· common because users can become con-
STATEMENTS OF F~CT ABOUT DOWNERS fused as a result of the effects of 
'---Methaqualone and barbi tuates are 
more addicting· than __ ~eroin. 
\ .. :" 
-·-Downers have a high potential for 
overdose and death. · 
-·-Alcohol mixe·d with dowr1ers increa.'se~ 
the possibility of overdose and death. 
--Downer's can be classified as hyp~ 
notics because in sufficient doses · 
;~hey induce sleep. 
·.:.;.-Downers can- al.so be classified as 
·sedatives because in small doses they· 
reduce. anxiety and tensio-n. 
@.fi.:~ 
~cwuzstic 'w'1n2s 
the drug · and forge:t ·how many they have 
already taken. 
--Some folks who do downers can·get 
violent. . If this happens, stay. out· 
-' o:f the way until the person· mellows 
out. · · 
--The University of Michigan Hospital 
··report's. physi'cal addiction: t.o Quaaludes 
at doses as low as 1200 mg per. daya 
·300 mg four times a day. A lot of 
doctors prescribe 300 mg four times 
a day •. 
BEWARE II 
. --
IF- YOU :no DOPE KNOW WHAT YOU TAKE; 
ion of why,the truck-was in poor shape 
differed greatly from Scott Daley's 
story when the truck was purchased. 
Daley c;J.aimed that the.truck· hadn't 
been started for a while when the Wal-
tons asked why it soUnded so bad. On 
the other-hand, Guess told the Waltons 
that "our. mechanics have taken it to · 
Chicago for parts, so I knew it was in 
good running condition." 
The Waltons have experienced a great· 
inanciai drain wi,th the purchase of 
the truck. Not-to mention expensive 
repair work and time consuming trips 
to Bloomington, .the plans. Mr. Walton 
had for the truck and its use in his 
work had to·be delayed. The brakes 
were faulty'when the truck was pur~ 
chased, and_have to be replaced. Mrs. 
ton was recently laid off from her 
job, and the added expenses don't make 
things easy for the-family o~ five. . 
Judy, the Champaign rep~esentative 
for the Attorney General's office men-
tionedJto Mrs. Walton that if enough 
cases get to the Consumer Fraud Divi-
sion, a major suit can be filed. 
IU ~ 11.-V-IIS.·IIJ ... i lllr Y 
lcrz [u~rzs 
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The :t'ost-Amerikan more than welcomes-letters from 
th.e reairers. · S~.r.td them to ·101 North Street in . 
·. Normal,_: aria. don •t. worry al?out 'the word limit that · 
. mo~t newf:!pap_ers have·. When a letter is longer . 
.. than the .. tradi tiQnal letter-to-the-editor, we 
often.give it a headline and lay i.t out·like a. 
r~gular article. So write to usl · 
De.ar Post; 
Yo1,1 ask if I ha\Te any special tips on 
writing editorially.for all your young 
aspiring journalist readers, and I 
would like to tell you how I ·write 
·ll_line for The Daily·Pantagraph. 
' . 
Some people think it's easy to 
write editorials where each 
succeeding sentence has no 
· bearing o·n the previous, but let 
me set the record here and now I' 
it's about as. easy as finding a 
decent parking space in downtown 
. · · Bloomington. 
(There Is something awkward about 
the opening sentence of·~his 
letter here, but never mind.) 
TO. YOUNG -WRITERS · 
prose, so -I . set about altering it 
-to fit Pantagraph stan·dards. 
To begin, I number each sentence, 
·then.proceed to throw out each odd 
numbered sentence except the first 
which I turn into a question . and. 
place at the beginning·: of the · 
·editorial-•.. Next, 'I 'take .each 
· even numbered sent·ence· d-ivisible 
·by four··· and make a paragraph out 
of it. I do the same for every even 
numbered paragraph divisible by 
thre_e, five, seven,· .eleven,-
thirteen, seventeen, and · 
nineteen • 
Any remaining sentences I throw 
out except for the second.which 
I shorten in to a headline. . 
There; I hope this is helpf,ul to 
\ . 
Don't Overreact: ENLIGHTEN! 
To Jack~ who wrote the "Getting Over• 
column in the May issue of the Post1 
· I hear what you're sa.Ying about_ groups 
accepting respecting other·groups and 
I fully agree. ·I'm not sure how I feel 
about the joking though. ·You see, I'm 
bi-sexual and feminist, and my step-
father is black. According to you; I 
have the "right" to joke about those 
three areas • But my humor extends be-
yond that small scope• I find.much 
that is jumorous about the·male-ego 
trip, status quo, money-uubbing,.·po- . 
li tical corruption, and a zillion other 
facets of ·life. · · 
No, I don't think you're.taking.your• 
self too seriously, ·but I do feel that 
perhaps you ~Y ~e overreacting and 
being t'oo defensive about/gay jokes. 
and who they are. coming from. I some.-
times still.get really·hot hearing 
jokes·from peop1e that I feel are only 
trying to degrade the subject--be it 
women, blacks, gays, whatever. It's 
true that only one inside one of those 
groups can·truly appreciate the humor, 
but that shouldn't lxmit only them to 
telling the joke •. Hell, a joke is a. · 
joke. Try to be mellow· about it •. , Be-
·ing super-defensive can cheat you out 
.of a chuckle, believe mel When i hear 
a .joke directed at a group coming froin 
someone who is trying to repress that 
group, I like to counter it by hitting 
them with a joke directed at his/her · 
group. It's fun to.watch the reactions. 
Sometimes they get all hot. _Then I Actually, when one has had ·as 
many years of formal training in 
logic as I hav~, writing a sel;'ies 
'of non segui tirs day after. day is 
singularly difficult. Here•s how 
I do it. 
· any_ of you aspiring· writers .out 
there, because we at the Pantagraph 
can only benefit by encouraging you, 
say, "Don't get hyped. It!s just· a 
joke. Maybe a black wouldn't like your 
joke about niggers," (or gay.sT-queers,· 
women ... -bitche~, Italiaris--wops, Jews--
hebes, etc.)~ It's alLframe of ref-
erence, whereyou're.coming from. 
First I write the editorial 
straight off the top of my head, 
and of course it is a model of 
tightly reasoned and structured 
. / ' 
. ' . . . 
The young writer of today, after 
· all, is the old wr.i. ter of 
tomorrow. · 
Harold Liston 
. Pon't repress other .people's _humor •.. 
You don't want your style cramped ·so 
·do them' the· saDie courtesy. Enlighten 
.them, but don't repress. 
Bloomington Trotskyite Writes lo POST 
-~Ms. Theresa Norman· ..... ----------....l.i~'~· 
Dearest Post:-
"Today· we are ruled by a new tyranny. 
Industrial and financial barons govern 
by the rule of profits, denying us the 
basic democratic and social rights. we 
need for life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of ·hap'piness." 
Ova:- 70% of the wealth . in the Uhi ted . 
States i's controlled by less than· one 
percent of the population •.. And.~ are .. 
left scrapping for.the rest of'that 
wealth. · That's the way of American 
capitalism, brothers and sisters. The 
Rockefellers,.DuPonts, Mellons, Morgans 
and other families like them who run 
the country think they were born witp 
rights th~t come first no matter what 
happens to the welfare'and'security 
of the rest of us. For the sake of 
profits they think it's perfectly 
justifiable to lay off.tens of thous-
ands of workers, to destroy our· envir- · 
onmerit or help prod America into mili-· 
tary conflfcts. ·(Remember: War is good 
bu~iness. It h~lps the economy:) 
Desira~le Addiction 
' 
Post. Arilerikan: 
People are so .,;asily addict.ed to· 
• things· these days; drugs, alccoholislll, 
etc. I myself have been addicted · 
, too·,: : Bu,t mine is. different from the 
, rest, 'mihe is love. I can't: ·seem .to · 
. live without. it. Who can?· I' hav~ to 
:·be loved. and' able to give love:.. I 
. feel like ·:I 1m being wasted away if I 
. can '·t be loved. Why should J live if 
I ~an't have love? I think people· 
shouldn't try to find faults in every-
oh.e ei'se but to.look at theinse'lv'es and .. 
see: what they can do to 'better their 
ownse1ves. Just accept everyone as ·. 
they·· are. When people have. the .chance. 
to :rove they should grab that chance 
and· love. Otherwise that chance may 
. never·. happen again and. they'.ll have 
been wasted. so don't waste. away 
people . • • • LOVE: : :: :.:: : 
In love and struggle. 
Sue Gri'ffieth 
.-; .. ~- ~ 
-:-/•, '··:).9: ~5;:,;,,~..,<::.~:~~;:~(' ~';~.~? c'; 
. And our economic crist"s: is worsening. 
Lack of jobs, shortages, layoffs, soar-
ing pricesieachweek .. ii's,hcirci'er to 
get by. suffering most- ar,e: tho~e at 
the bottom· of. the . ecOnomic l'ad.de·r 
Blacks, Chicanos, ·Puer't'o Ricans· and 
other doubly oppre~se~:peopl~.; 
Neither the Republican administra-
tion nor the Democratic Congress 
offers a solution. They are only 
interested in shifting the responsi-
bility ai'ld escaping the blame. 
To me, it seems that Socialism can-
cure America•s·social and economic 
nightmares. Socialism has worked 
in· other countries. Look at Sweden, 
·Yugoslavia, Finland and Norway, all 
of which are fine examples of success-
_ful socialism. 
As ~Trotskyite, I highly recommend 
joining or. helping the Socialist .. 
Worker's Party or .its. affiliate, the 
Young Socicil Alliance.(YSA),' You · 
can contact the Socialist Workers 
·Party at.14 Cl!arle!2_ Lane, fLY., N:Y • 
. ·10014. Consider America· in a socialist 
society ·in which education and· medical 
care is free,. and concentrations .of . 
family wealth (e·;g. ·Rockefellers, 
DuPonts·, etc.) ar·e non-existent. Vote 
for Peter .camej5>, .the Socialist · ·. 
Worker's Party candidate fo'r president 
· in 1976: · . .· 
May· I a,lso j..ssue a· warning~ concerning . 
othe·r so::..called "socialist" parties 
.in America.. The. National .Socialist 
Party· of Americ·a (NSPA:) ·is a- N·azi 
organization .. The Socialist·Labor . 
Party ( SLP) is for· industrial-ization· 
and little reform. And finally there 
is the· Communist l;larty, U.S.A .. ·. and . 
its y'outh atfiliate, the Young 'llorker' s 
Liberatton L~ague/ YW:f,;L. Members of 
these· two organizations are incurable; 
v:i.le Stalinists, and they support. · 
·the political· framework .which is 
present in the Kremlin. 'Nuff said • 
..4 ,' 
Mr. Bo Jangles, 
jobless, therefOre 
penniless, therefore 
universitiless. 
C l:assy .,~rjed .. ,A'.GJs,<~, 
'r'/oman, Child, man and ·cats are seek-' 
ing a two bedroom house eithe~ ·in·town: 
or in country with cheap rent ($125- :_ 
'~150/mo). We need it by August'.lst': ,:. 
and are willing to move in. sooner.· If 
you know· of any place ·please call Mary 
at 454-1644 between 5:00P.M:-s:oOP;l\-1. 
I am looking .for a wom~lst.udent to 
share an anartment or house with me 
for a year· or so,· Eioine~ne .who can · 
afford ~70-80 ~onthly rent. I want 
. to move before August 1. Call Lynn 
828-6828, andplease don't call late 
because -I have to·.g~t UJ? at 6A.M. 
Woman and dog lookine .for· a new place 
to live after. August 1, whe1;e rent is 
low ('under $60.00) and·,the people are 
good. The dog.gets along with other 
peopJ,.e and"an:iTrial-s. s'o doe_.s.the woman. 
Cal_l Virginia 454-1644,, after 6:00P.M. _ 
wc,·\l:La:-:--yciu:: · 
like· to have 
the~ Post- ; 
·Amerikan' · l 
delivered · 
ito your 
·front door? 
' ··-.· . 
see page.ll.~ 
for a sub-
. .s'cription' · 
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j. N,/..1t~~11,BlA,. AND RHODESIA_{ ZIMBABWE)· [ 
I In 'lsio'.~r-i tair:i:':took-. P9Sses~~;idri of .the ~· .· Th'e bl~ks are 'restrict~d: to Africa. They. also veil;oed' a.·· proposal, I" 
I sol:ltherntip of .Af:ricaJ. in 19.10_. the_. . black residential-areas except when· to· refuse to. adlni t South. Africa to··- I 
I Un10n ·of. SoutJ:l',:·Afr1ca -was formed;.: and . they are .working in- ,white. areas.·· . the United Nations. until. ·it. C9nforrris . 
1
.in .1923 Rho.desia: (Z.iml;>abw.e:~ w.a':l .. incor- .... They must have ·work.passes to go 'into to·uN· resolutions• ,'I'he-u .• s.··impprts ·.1 
I 
porated:.-,_: D.espi te :the:'t.ert_nnatl.o.n of thecwhi:te cities (all ·business dis- coal, goid, . and. diamonds ;f':tom South: .. · 1 
. th~ L e'ague :of; Nat·i'ons ~:mandate:. ( n~: .. ; ·tricts- 'are -white..,restri'cted('·are·as}, ...... Afri·c'a',. 'and'' it' exports ·:T.·B'~M. ·computers I . 
I under -~the.·United, Nat,ions): .c.oncern.-:· · , · which blacks- must norin3.11y:leave- by· . there •. The· U. ~-· __ imp?rts c~rom~ -from.· 1·· 
1-ing,Nami'bia, :the cieadling_ .set by. t,he. _ ·. 6 p.m-. Speci:ai ... pa~ses>~e, r,eqpired for . ~hodE!s+~ .• ,' 4E!s.P1te:.-UN: ~~c"t:;t~onf!,;· .l':!r.; .·. 1_ 1 UN· secur.ity Council' .o.f. May _30,_ ~975•· ~ . those working after· that•·-' ·Black· Nami~ · · JUst1fY1~g-' -~t. as· a nat~on~' sec':lr1ty . I· 
~-f?~ S~uth ~rica to declare ~ts ihten- bians can vote, but only .. for tJ:ie lead-. need. K1ssmger' s pohcy ·1S to .. 
bops :to,· w,:Lthdravr from; Nam~b1l;l,- SJ1d... . . ers of their re·sidential ·areas·; they.. . denounce apartheid, and. go. right .on; ... 1 ..
I the world- . .court '·s.'.;deci:sion in ·1971' ~tl'iat· . have no voice iri the central govern- cooper at in~ wit~ ,apartheid, governments ·l 
I South Africa'.:s: b·qctipation- of Namibia· .. , < ment. · . · · ' ·· · · · In South Afric;:, .and ·Rhod.es~a,; .no.t only 1 
I is illega.J.,. south. ·Afric.a: ~continues to· are blacks not allowed .to. h~ve ·cer-: · . . 1 · 
fmaintain Nami·bia. as a: colony, .and 'has tain jops, -but they .are .paid .. from 1/5. · 
1 n.ot, _complied with; the: rulings or .. the·.- · tp 1/lo .as much: for same· work· as whi tes.l 
I UN and World Court.·- It has contmued \'{hy shouid.U.s~· companies. li~e General I 
l
its:repressiverestrictions on blacks .Motors and I.B.M. :pay.blacks as much.· I 
. living in Namibia •. It. did, make some- · a.swhites (or less) in Rhodesia· and,· ·.1 
.I recent 'Changes• lifting legal_require- . . South Africa? ~ . : . 'I 
1 ment·s. that-white· hotel, motel,· restaur- . I 
1 ant, .and busowners .discriminate against fost i What is the present situation . · I 
I blacks, but if -they choo.se·they can m Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)?· 
I ~tLI,_L discrit_ninate , ... and hav~ th_e black . . , . .. . · I 
I
. 1nvolved. arreste.d. ' . _ -- .. _ July a · The· apartheid rule ·keeps blacks. 1 
oU,t of white areas, just as in · ·I 
1 One. incident recently drew a response Namibia. Apartheid rules are rigid. 1 1 from .. the UN Council for. Namibia. Ace- In the national congress of 66, blacks .
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